It is, of course, possible that participants' prior drug treatment histories might have simply reflected the severity of their drug abuse problems. That is, individuals with more serious or longer-term drug problems may have been more likely to have been referred or mandated into treatment. In fact, individuals with a prior drug treatment history did have significantly higher baseline ASI drug clinical factor scores ($p < .05$), higher baseline ASI drug composite scores ($p = .07$), and more lifetime years of drug use ($p < .05$) than those without such a history. While this confirms that subjects with prior drug treatment histories did have more severe drug problems, it is important to note that these indices of drug severity did not interact with group assignment to predict any dependent measure of outcome. In addition, there was no relationship between APD diagnosis and previous drug treatment.

The results of this first study provided support for the Risk Principle in a drug court context. High risk offenders performed more favorably when they were provided with more intensive judicial supervision, and low risk offenders performed more favorably when they were provided with less intensive judicial supervision. The differential effects for the high-risk vs. low-risk offenders apparently "canceled each other out" in the main analyses for the sample as a whole, and would have been missed entirely if the analyses had not specifically tested for interaction effects.

Importantly, however, because this study was conducted in one jurisdiction with one drug court program and one judge, questions remained about the generalizability of the findings. It was conceivable, for example, that this particular drug court judge might have been unusually adept at handling more serious antisocial offenders. If so, the results might not be applicable to other drug courts. Therefore, the study was replicated in four new drug courts in rural and semi-urban communities.
Replication Study in Dover and Georgetown: Misdemeanor Clients

[6] The results of the replication study with misdemeanor clients are detailed in a recent publication (Marlowe, Festinger & Lee, in press) and the salient findings are briefly reviewed here. As was previously found in Wilmington, there were no differences between the bi-weekly and as-needed participants on counseling sessions attended, urinalysis results, self-reported drug use, self-reported alcohol intoxication, or self-reported criminal activity during the first 14 weeks of the program, or in graduation rates from the program.

Importantly, the interaction effect was replicated from the previous study concerning participants’ prior history of drug abuse treatment. As depicted in Figure 3, participants with a prior drug treatment history provided substantially more drug-free urine samples during the first 14 weeks of drug court when they were assigned to bi-weekly status hearings (11.50 ± 4.81) as opposed to as-needed hearings (2.67 ± 3.61) and this difference was marginally significant after statistically controlling for current criminal charges (p = .055).

In addition, there were substantial differences in graduation rates and termination rates for participants with prior drug treatment histories. Over 80 percent of participants with a prior drug treatment history graduated from the program when they were assigned to bi-weekly hearings, compared to less than 20 percent of those assigned to as-needed hearings (p = .05).

Because of the very large magnitude of these effects, statistical significance was reached after recruiting only a small number of participants with prior drug treatment histories (as-needed = 6, bi-weekly = 6). Such small numbers raise serious concerns about whether this study sample was
truly representative of the drug court population. It is possible that there might have been something unusual about these 12 individuals that was responsible for the differences that were detected. From a scientific standpoint, it would have been advisable to continue enrolling more drug court clients into the study and to check to be certain that the results remained the same over time with more subjects.


- Prior drug treatment
- No prior drug treatment

*p = .055
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As needed: 2.67, 11.50 (n = 6, n = 6)
Bi-weekly: 8.92, 9.84 (n = 26, n = 19)
This course of action was not acceptable, however, from an ethical or practical standpoint. Given the serious legal repercussions to clients of failing in drug court, and the serious public safety concerns of having drug offenders continue to use drugs in the community, it was necessary to report these early findings to the Steering Committees and IRBs overseeing the study and to request their guidance about how to proceed. It was ultimately determined that the “risk/benefit ratio” had shifted for the study, meaning that the foreseeable risks to clients might have been higher than previously believed. This would require alterations to the consent form that would inform all current and future participants about the possible risks of being scheduled for as-needed hearings.

Although the risk appeared at present to be limited to misdemeanor participants with prior drug treatment histories, it was possible that it might have also extended to felony participants and to those with APD. Understandably, therefore, the judges and other program personnel were reluctant to continue randomly assigning clients to as-needed hearings. Given that the study had already yielded important and practical scientific information by replicating some of the previous findings from Wilmington, it was felt that the emerging ethical concerns overshadowed the remaining scientific questions. Therefore, recruitment was suspended indefinitely for the study and remedial procedures were instituted to assist the few negatively affected participants. Unfortunately, because it was necessary to stop the study prematurely, there was insufficient statistical power to follow up on other previous findings such as whether there was an interaction effect for misdemeanor participants with APD.

**Replication Study in Dover and Georgetown:**

**Felony Clients**

[7] The results of the replication study with felony clients have not previously been published. The felony
participants were predominantly young adults (mean ± SD = 28.99 ± 8.54 years of age), male (73%), Caucasian (57%) or African American (39%), single (80%), high school educated (11.89 ± 1.44 years), and employed (75%). Their most serious current criminal charges were possession or consumption of narcotics (61%), distribution or possession with intent to distribute drugs (36%), or possession of drug paraphernalia or hypodermic syringes (4%). Most of these individuals (87%) had been previously arrested, 29 percent had a prior criminal conviction, 21 percent had been previously incarcerated, and 23 percent met DSM-IV criteria for APD. They were represented by public defenders (54%), by private defense counsel (37%), or were pro se (9%).

The participants reported currently abusing cannabis (45%), alcohol (41%), cocaine (25%), opiates (21%), sedatives (11%), or hallucinogens (5%). Roughly one third (32%) had a prior history of drug abuse treatment. Based upon ASI cut-off scores for classifying the treatment needs of offenders (Lee et al., 2001), 35 percent of these participants produced “sub-threshold” drug composite scores similar to a non-substance using population (drug composite score ≤ .04), 58 percent produced “moderate” drug composite scores similar to a national sample of substance abuse clients in outpatient treatment (> .04 and ≤ .24), and 7 percent produced “severe” drug composite scores similar to a national sample of substance abuse clients in residential drug treatment (> .24). A check on randomization confirmed that each of these demographic, drug-use, and criminal-history variables was equally distributed in the two study conditions. Equivalent numbers of clients from the two counties were represented in the sample and outcomes did not differ between counties; therefore, the data were not nested by county in the analyses.

Several important cautions must be kept in mind before presenting the outcomes. First, as previously discussed, it was necessary to stop the study prematurely. As
a result, there were an insufficient number of participants to ensure that the study sample was representative of felony drug court clients generally. Second, there were relatively lower consent rates and greater attrition rates from the bi-weekly condition for the felony participants. In the previous studies, over 50 percent of misdemeanor clients consented to participate and less than 10 percent dropped out of the bi-weekly condition because of its onerous time demands (Marlowe, Festinger, Lee, et al., in press). In contrast, only 40 percent of felony clients consented to participate in this study and 28 percent dropped out of the bi-weekly condition. This may have been due to the fact that the felony programs were six to 12 months in length, compared to only four to six months for the misdemeanor programs. Understandably, the felony participants were often unwilling or unable to attend bi-weekly status hearings for such a long time, in part because the hearings interfered with their ability to maintain employment or education. Regardless of the reason, this raises further concerns about whether the sample was fairly representative of felony drug court clients.

With these caveats in mind, the results were consistent with what was found in the studies of misdemeanor participants. The study maintained excellent integrity of the experimental conditions. As can be seen in Table 1, participants in the bi-weekly condition were scheduled to attend significantly more judicial status hearings than participants in the as-needed condition and they actually attended significantly more status hearings (p < .0001). There were, however, no differences in counseling sessions attended, urinalysis results, self-reported drug use, self-reported alcohol intoxication, or self-reported criminal activity during the first 16 weeks of the program, or in graduation rates.
Table 1
Performance During the First 16 Weeks of Felony Drug Court, and Program Completion Status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>As Needed</th>
<th>(n=33)</th>
<th>Bi-weekly</th>
<th>(n=23)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M (SD)</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>M (SD)</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status hearings scheduled</td>
<td>0.97 (1.36)</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>4.39 (0.99)†</td>
<td>100%†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status hearings attended</td>
<td>0.73 (1.10)</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>3.83 (1.27)†</td>
<td>100%†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counseling sessions attended</td>
<td>8.55 (8.82)</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>7.09 (3.69)</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total drug-free urines provided</td>
<td>7.85 (4.96)</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>7.26 (5.45)</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consecutive drug-free urines provided</td>
<td>5.73 (4.71)</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.74 (4.80)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-reported days of illicit drug use</td>
<td>2.76 (9.55)</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>2.67 (4.35)</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-reported days of alcohol intoxication</td>
<td>1.34 (4.20)</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>3.06 (5.43)</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-reported days of illegal activity</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0.83 (3.54)</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduated</td>
<td></td>
<td>53%</td>
<td></td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminated or absconded</td>
<td></td>
<td>25%</td>
<td></td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Still enrolled in program</td>
<td></td>
<td>22%</td>
<td></td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

% = proportion of participants who met any criterion on each variable (e.g., attended any status hearings). Alcohol intoxication = felt the effects of alcohol or had 5 drinks in one day. †p < .0001.
Because of the small number of participants, it was not possible to evaluate many of the potential interaction effects. For most of the analyses, there were too few participants who had APD or a prior drug treatment history and were assigned to bi-weekly status hearings and remained in the study long enough to provide outcome data. Figure 4 depicts one of the few interaction analyses that could be fairly evaluated that produced significant results. Consistent with the previous findings, participants with APD reported engaging in more alcohol intoxication during the first three months of drug court when they were assigned to as-needed hearings (4.83 ± 8.54 days of intoxication) as opposed to bi-weekly hearings (0.50 ± 1.00); conversely, non-APD participants reported more alcohol intoxication when assigned to bi-weekly hearings (3.62 ± 6.19 days) as opposed to as-needed hearings (0.43 ± 1.31) (p = .029). Again, because of the small number of participants for this analysis, as well as the large number of statistical comparisons that were performed and the potential unreliability of self-report data, this finding should be viewed as preliminary and must be replicated in future studies.

**Figure 4.** Interaction of antisocial personality disorder (APD) and frequency of judicial status hearings on self-reported alcohol intoxication during the first 3 months of felony drug court.
DISCUSSION

[8] The results of this program of research provide compelling evidence that the judge is a key component of drug court -- for a subset of offenders. Similar patterns of results were obtained in randomized, controlled studies conducted in different drug courts located in urban and rural jurisdictions and serving both misdemeanor and felony offenders. In each case, consistent with Responsivity Theory and the Risk Principle, frequent status hearings were associated with improved outcomes for high-risk drug offenders, but were associated with equivalent or worse outcomes for low-risk offenders.

It bears repeating, however, that the small number of participants in the replication studies raise serious questions about whether the samples were fairly representative of drug court clients generally. Because the results were reproduced in sequential experimental studies, and because they are supported by previously validated criminal justice theories
(i.e., Responsivity and the Risk Principle), one is justified in placing greater confidence in the reliability of the findings. Nevertheless, it is essential that other researchers replicate this work in new settings with a larger number of participants.

This research has obvious implications for drug court practice and drug policy. Judicial status hearings are expensive and time consuming and should be targeted to clients who would be expected to benefit most from them. For low risk clients, the data suggest that it might be appropriate and cost-effective to maintain relatively non-porous boundaries between treatment providers and criminal justice personnel, giving these clients an opportunity to focus on their recovery in a safe and discreet clinical setting. Such an approach, however, would appear to be contraindicated for high-risk clients who are likely to “fall through the cracks” or to exploit gaps in communication (Marlowe, in press).

The findings also raise questions about whether high-risk offenders could reasonably be expected to succeed in the type of low-intensity diversionary intervention exemplified in Proposition 36 or Proposition 200. In the absence of ongoing judicial supervision, high-risk offenders in the present studies were substantially more likely to use illicit drugs, to use alcohol to intoxication, and to be terminated from the drug court program. At least in these studies, poorly performing clients could be readily brought in for status hearings. Under Proposition 36 or 200, such individuals would be entitled to several formal violation-of-probation (v.o.p.) hearings and limited responses would be available from the bench. At a minimum, it would appear that some mechanism should be in place in these statutes to permit poorly responding individuals to be readily transferred into a more intensive judicially managed program.

The variables of APD and drug treatment history were the most robust indicators of risk-level in these studies. This is consistent with prior research indicating that APD is
often associated with worse outcomes in drug abuse treatment (e.g., Alterman & Cacciola, 1991; Marlowe et al., 1997; Woody et al., 1985). It is more difficult, however, to interpret the influence of prior drug treatment history. It remains an open question whether this reflects the severity of subjects' drug problems, past negative experiences with drug treatment, or some other unknown influence. Arguably, individuals with a prior drug treatment history that wind up in drug court may have already failed at one or more experiences with standard treatment. Such individuals may require a more intensive and structured intervention in order to show improvement. It is also possible that prior negative experiences with treatment might have made these clients less willing to revisit standard treatment interventions. Enhanced supervision by the judge may have been required to get them to give treatment a "second chance." Further research is needed to get a definitive handle on the nature of this interaction effect.

Regardless, the findings underscore the importance of assessing APD and drug treatment history at the point of clients' entry into drug court. It might be most effective and cost-effective to prospectively assign drug court clients to different schedules of court hearings depending upon their risk level and clinical needs. Moreover, from the standpoint of research or evaluation efforts, it would appear essential to measure these traits as potential predictors of outcomes, and to determine whether they may be significantly interacting with various drug court interventions.

Perhaps the most important finding from these studies is that researchers and drug court professionals can work collaboratively to answer questions of practical relevance to the drug court field using rigorous scientific methods. It is possible to experimentally manipulate the core ingredients of drug court without offending clients' sensibilities or running afoul of their due process rights. With sufficient planning and foresight, researchers and
practitioners can work jointly to anticipate ethical quandaries, to safeguard clients' rights of confidentiality and autonomy, and to identify and correct any negative reactions that might be experienced by clients or staff during the course of the project. Where indicated, the study can be stopped prematurely and remedial measures can be instituted to ameliorate any short-term harm caused by the research interventions.

Without such controlled experimental research, there is no way to be confident in the effectiveness of drug court programs or to insure that drug courts aren't causing undue harm to a certain segment of clients. One can always take steps to avoid or reduce anticipated harm from a research study. It is far more difficult to avoid unforeseen harm from an unstudied intervention.
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Effective Sanctions

Effective Use of Sanctions in Drug Courts: Lessons from Behavioral Research

By Douglas B. Marlowe, J.D., Ph.D. and Kimberly C. Kirby, Ph.D.

While many believe that the use of graduated sanctions is at least in part responsible for the success of drug courts, the body of research on this question is extremely limited. In fact, relatively few controlled studies of punishment or negative reinforcement have been conducted with noninstitutionalized adults, either in drug courts or in other settings, and apart from generic recommendations that sanctions be delivered quickly, reliably, and with sufficient intensity, little information is available on their use.

Although the circumstances and contexts of basic behavioral research in this area differ from the drug court environment, the principles that have emerged appear to apply across a variety of settings. Based on this research, several recommendations can be made on the use of graduated sanctions in drug court programs. Drs. Marlowe and Kirby present those recommendations here as they review behavioral research on the effects of punishment and negative reinforcement for predicting and controlling behavior.
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ARTICLE SUMMARIES

INCREASED PERFORMANCE
[1] Contrary to traditional clinical wisdom, drug court participants perform well in treatment, due in part to the effective use of sanctions.

SANCTIONS NEED NOT BE PAINFUL
[2] Wanton or excessive infliction of pain is inconsistent with the goals of punishment or negative reinforcement.

IN THE EYES OF THE BEHAVIOR
[3] Rewards and punishments are not always received as the deliverer intended them. How they are received depends upon the receiver’s history.

REGULARITY OF SANCTIONS
[4] Regular and immediate delivery of sanctions is important to the success of the receiver.

CLARIFICATION OF EXPECTED BEHAVIORS
[5] Provision of “explicit behavioral instructions” and “predictable” sanctions will help drug court participants avoid the “helplessness syndrome.”

EFFECTIVE PUNISHMENT
[6] To be effective, sanctions must be part of an overall behavior modification plan.

RESEARCH POTENTIAL
[7] Due to negatively perceived historic acts, specific areas of behavior modification research have been ignored for decades, and now need the attention of more modern research.
Traditional clinical wisdom holds that substance abusers cannot be forced into treatment with effective results. Presumably, legally mandated or coerced clients are less motivated to succeed in treatment than those who seek it on their own volition, and motivation is often presumed to be a prerequisite for positive behavioral change (Miller & Rollnick, 1991). They may also be reluctant to trust and engage with treatment providers if they perceive them as being on the side of criminal justice authorities and against their own legal interests (Schottenfeld, 1989). Further, the pressure of being forced into treatment can invoke counterproductive feelings of anger, resentment, and powerlessness, and undermine positive traits such as initiative, self-determination, and self-respect.

[1] Contrary to expectations, however, a substantial body of evidence indicates that legally mandated and coerced clients generally perform as well or better than others in terms of treatment retention, abstinence, and psychosocial functioning across a diverse range of settings (Anglin et al., 1998; Anglin & Hser, 1991; Brecht & Anglin, 1993; Collins & Allison, 1983; Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry [GAP], 1994; Hiller et al., 1998; Marlowe et al., in press, Marlowe et al., 1996; Simpson & Friend, 1988). The results are particularly promising for drug courts, which appear to produce retention rates that are superior to both probationary and community-based programs (Belenko, 1998). A number of commentators have surmised that close monitoring of attendance, substance use, and criminal activity, combined with the imposition of increasingly severe sanctions for successive infractions, are at least partly responsible for the success of drug courts and similar probation programs (Anglin et al., 1998; Byrne et al., 1992; Harrell & Cavanagh, 1995; Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention [OJJDP], 1995; Taxman, 1998), and indirect evidence appears to support the theory that the severity and certainty of criminal justice sanctions are inversely related to the likelihood of criminal recidivism (Apospori & Alpert, 1993; Bren-
nan & Mednick, 1994; Piliavin et al., 1986). Virtually all probationary and drug court programs impose a progressive list of penalties for successive infractions of program rules (e.g., for each “dirty” urine sample provided, each failed court appearance, or each subsequent misdemeanor conviction) (Chavaria, 1992; Gonska, 1994). Very few studies, however, have specifically evaluated graduated sanctions interventions in a drug court or any other setting.1

To our knowledge, no effort has been made to dismantle a sanctions program and identify its operative ingredients. And apart from generic recommendations that sanctions be delivered quickly, reliably, and with sufficient intensity (Anglin et al., 1998; Harrell & Cavanagh, 1995; Tuxman, 1998), little information has been garnered on how to design sanctions, how to tailor sanction schedules to optimize outcomes, or how to avoid some of the notorious pitfalls of using negative sanctions in treatment.

Clearly, the body of research on the use of sanctions in drug courts is extremely limited, and, for reasons that are explored below, relatively few controlled studies of punishment or negative reinforcement have been conducted with noninstitutionalized adults. In addition, legal restrictions on conducting research among inmates (Myerson et al., 1991) make it difficult to gather direct evidence from correctional samples.

Much of the basic behavioral research that has been conducted in this area has taken place in the animal laboratory or in institutionalized settings for mentally ill or developmentally delayed persons. The circumstances and contexts of these studies were obviously quite different from the drug court environment. However, the basic behavioral principles

---

1 Preliminary data are available from the D.C. Superior Court Drug Intervention Program (Harrell & Cavanagh, 1995), which suggest that clients can be readily recruited into a sanctions condition, and that they may in fact perform significantly better than clients in a traditional counseling setting in terms of retention and urinalysis-confirmed abstinence. These promising findings must still be confirmed in a randomized trial on a larger sample of offenders.
that have emerged from this research appear to apply across a variety of settings and species (Griffiths et al., 1980). Based on the body of research that is available, several recommendations can be made on the use of graduated sanctions in drug court programs. We present those recommendations here as we review basic behavioral research on the effects of punishment and negative reinforcement for predicting and controlling behavior.

PUNISHMENT AND NEGATIVE REINFORCEMENT RESEARCH: REVIEW & RECOMMENDATIONS
The terms “punishment” and “negative reinforcement” appear often in the review that follows. As defined in behavioral research, they refer to the specific effect(s) of a sanction on behavior, and not to the nature of the sanction itself. In the strictest sense, “punishment” is defined as any consequence of a specific behavior that reduces the likelihood that the behavior will be repeated, or repeated at the same rate, in the future (Azrin & Holz, 1966; Martin & Pear, 1992). For example, a person is imprisoned for the crime of using drugs. Upon his release he stops using drugs. In this instance, imprisonment has functioned as a “punishment” for drug use. If, however, a second person is imprisoned for the crime of using drugs, but continues to use them after her release, then the imprisonment has not functioned as a punishment for drug use, regardless of how it was intended.

“Negative reinforcement” is defined as the removal of a sanction contingent on a target behavior, which has the effect of increasing that behavior (Sidman, 1966). Suppose a third person is imprisoned for the same crime. This inmate receives progressive reductions in her sentence as she completes various stages of a treatment program. The reduction in her sentence constitutes “negative reinforcement” because the reduction increased the target behavior of treatment completion.
SANCTIONS NEED NOT BE PAINFUL, HUMILIATING, OR INJURIOUS.

[2] Early researchers on punishment and negative reinforcement tended to employ aversive sanctions, such as electric shocks, seclusion, or physical restraint. Understandably, this approach precipitated a strong public and professional backlash, and the study of punishment fell into disrepute among most behavioral researchers and practitioners.

In general, it is necessary to search the literature of the 1950s or 1960s in order to uncover primary resources and empirical studies of punishment. By the 1970s, punishment had almost disappeared as an area of inquiry in psychological research, and most of today’s clinical textbooks simply review the most common negative side effects of punishment, and then conclude that positive reinforcement (rewarding desirable behavior) is far preferable for changing behavior (Martin & Pear, 1992; Goldfried & Davidson, 1976; Hall, 1975). The adage that “one can catch more flies with sugar than with vinegar” aptly summarizes much of contemporary psychological thought about punishment.

Remembering that “punishment” simply refers to a method of curtailing undesirable behavior, and that “negative reinforcement” refers to a method of enhancing desirable behavior, we can see that it is quite possible to engage in a scientific study of these phenomena without being sadistic or authoritarian. In fact, the wanton or excessive infliction of pain is inconsistent with the goals of punishment or negative reinforcement. If one’s purpose is to predict and control the behavior of others, then orderly, modulated responses to their actions are required. The infliction of pain or discomfort on a person without regard to his or her ability to respond is unlikely to render that person predictable or controllable. Rather, this kind of treatment tends to make a person behave in unpredictable and unmanageable ways.
SANCTIONS ARE IN THE EYES OF THE BEHAVIOR.

[3] Not all punishments are painful, and not all painful events are punishing. Certainly, parents and teachers understand that scolding or spanking does not necessarily decrease a child's inappropriate behavior. Indeed, some children find it rewarding; they are gratified that someone is finally paying attention to them. For many children and adults, ridicule or rebuke is preferable to being ignored. At the extreme, some individuals find physical restraint or the infliction of pain to be rewarding. For instance, certain subcultures view physical pain or incarceration as a "baptism of fire" or a "badge of honor." To the amazement of the public, policymakers, and even some corrections officials, prestige and camaraderie can be unexpected rewards of what was intended to be punishment (Marlowe et al., in press; Skolnick, 1990).

The efficacy of a particular intended punishment is determined in large part by a subject's personal history and life circumstances. In one study, impoverished inmates ranked a $5,000 fine as being more aversive than three years of probation or six months in jail (Petersilia & Deschenes, 1994). It is not likely that middle-class defendants would agree. Asked how they would rank various intervals of intensive probation (one, three, and five years) against equivalent periods of jail time, many inmates in the same study group either expressed a preference for the jail time or ranked the two options equally. These individuals viewed intensive probation as being more confining or more demanding than jail. Married and employed inmates, however, preferred probation to incarceration (Crouch, 1993). Apparently, these inmates with meaningful ties to the community are willing to be subjected to stringent supervision in exchange for the opportunity to retain those ties to the community that they have established. It is unclear whether these rankings reflect the actual effects that these sanctions would have on inmate behavior; how-
ever, the results suggest that one type of sanction might not be equally effective for all offenders. Just as intended punishment might operate as a reward, intended rewards could inadvertently operate as punishment (Torres, 1996a), and it is safe to say that a person's previous life experiences affect how he or she interprets or reacts to either punishment or reward. For example, in many drug treatment programs, drug-free urine specimens can be exchanged for clinic privileges, reduced attendance requirements, payment vouchers, or take-home doses of methadone. The objective here is to reward desirable behavior rather than to punish undesirable behavior. The drawback is that some clients may react to a missed opportunity to earn a positive privilege as though it were a negative sanction, and the unanticipated outcome could be an outburst or a desire to flee treatment.

**Sanctions Must Be of Sufficient Intensity.**

Studies have consistently demonstrated an orderly relationship between the intensity of a negative sanction and its effects on the undesired behavior. Take, for example, this illustration of punishment: A mouse is trained to press a bar lever to obtain food. The frequency of bar pressing can subsequently be reduced by shocking the mouse each time it presses the lever, and precisely how much the bar-pressing rate will decline is directly proportional to the strength of the electric shock (Azrin & Holz, 1966). At some level of intensity, the bar pressing ceases altogether after only one or two learning trials.

The implications of this finding, however, are not as straightforward as one might think. Subjected to punishment at low to moderate intensities, both animals and human beings can become habituated (accustomed) to being punished, resulting in their being able to withstand unusually high levels of punishment. If a mouse were to be subjected to gradually increasing intensities of electric shock, it would continue to
press the bar-lever beyond intensities that would completely
deter other mice (Azrin et al., 1963).
By analogy, recidivist offenders could become habituated to
threats from the criminal justice system, and cease to be de-
terred by even long periods of incarceration. Indeed they may
tend to minimize the seriousness of prison in comparison to
other sanctions (McClelland & Alpert, 1985). For some indi-
viduals, each instance of incarceration may actually increase
the likelihood of future incarcerations. Criminologists tend to
attribute this phenomenon to the socialization of youthful of-
fenders into an antisocial milieu, or to the fact that the bru-
tality of prison begets brutality by inmates, a theory that are
not necessarily incompatible with the habituation theory.
Numerous factors undoubtedly conspire in certain cases to
make prison a substantially less effective sanction than might
be anticipated.
[4] The findings on habituation have important implications
for the use of graduated sanctions in drug courts. Virtually
all probationary and drug court programs impose graduated
sanctions (Chavaria, 1992; Gonska, 1994), and the impli-
cations of habituation must be taken into account when develop-
ing a graduated sanction plan that can last the life of a
treatment program. Every time we meet an infraction with a
light sanction, we run the risk of habituating the offender to
the next level of sanction. This is not to say that graduated
sanctions are contraindicated. Rather, it suggests that build-
ing up the intensity of sanctions slowly could be counterpro-
ductive; generally speaking, early sanctions should exceed a
meaningful threshold of intensity. For the first infraction or
two, a stern warning and a fairly moderate sanction might be
in order (e.g., a requirement to spend several hours or sev-
eral days observing court sessions). In the very early stages
of treatment, the most pressing issue may be to demonstrate
that infractions can be detected and will be acted upon. How-
ever, a pattern of relatively weak sanctions can serve as an
invitation to test the limits and engage in further misconduct.
As a defendant becomes increasingly accustomed to criminal justice sanctions, it will become necessary for the judge to “up the ante” in order to continue to control the defendant’s conduct. At some point, however, a sanction “ceiling” will be reached, after which further escalation would be impractical or a violation of Eighth Amendment or Due Process requirements. Premature exhaustion of the court’s arsenal of sanctions leaves a judge little recourse beyond returning the defendant to criminal court to face disposition of the original charges. Devising a set of intermediate sanctions that have sufficient “sting” and yet are practical to implement calls for substantial ingenuity. Too slow to escalate, and the defendant could become habituated to punishment; too quick, and the judge runs the risk of exhausting his or her options. The ideal mid-tier sanction is easily managed, lends itself to further escalation, and foreshadows to the defendant what might be involved in stronger sanctions. An example would be several days in residential detention or jail. Such a sanction would presumably lend itself to reasonable implementation by the court, should not unduly burden the jail system, and would strongly hint at things to come if the defendant fails to modify his or her behavior.

**Sanctions Should Be Delivered for Every Infraction.**

Just as important as the intensity of punishment is the regularity with which it is delivered. In behavior analysis, this is referred to as the schedule of reinforcement. In a “continuous fixed ratio” (FR1) schedule, sanctions are delivered for every infraction. “Intermittent” FR schedules can also be established; a sanction would be delivered for every second infraction on an FR2 schedule, for every third infraction on an FR3 schedule, and so on. Sanctions can also be delivered on a “fixed interval” (FI) schedule, in which a sanction is delivered for an infraction occurring after a fixed time. For example, a sanction might be delivered for the first infraction that occurs after Wednesday.
As borne out by behavioral research outcomes, the smaller the ratio of punishment to infractions, the more consistent and enduring is the suppression of the undesired behavior (Azrin & Holz, 1966). Put simply, FR1 schedules are the most effective. Intermittent or FI schedules can work, but more time and more learning trials will be required. For instance, a mouse on an FR3 schedule will not be shocked after pressing a bar the first two times, but will be shocked the third time it presses the bar. This is apt to stretch the time and the number of trials it will take the mouse to stop pressing the bar. Add to this the fact that the mouse will continue to receive food pellets for pressing the bar, which will reinforce the mouse’s tendency to press the bar. The lapse in punishment, in combination with continued reward derived from the food, will make it more difficult to suppress the bar pressing in the future.

By analogy, a person who is punished for using drugs one time but not the next time is less likely to suppress drug-taking behavior in the future than another person who is punished for every infraction. Further, like the mouse with its food, the drug user receives the reward of drug use without an accompanying punishment. Finally, the drug user is apt to perceive a “hole” in the system to be exploited in the future. Few programs set out to deliver punishment on an intermittent or FI schedule, but most wind up doing so without knowing it. A well-intended effort to give a defendant “one more chance” might have the unintended effect of switching the defendant to an intermittent (FR2) schedule. The matter becomes more complicated if the timing of punishment varies over the course of treatment. For example, in a court with a revolving docket, a defendant might appear before different judges on a predictable schedule over the course of a month. If the sitting judge during the first and third weeks of the month is strict and a lenient judge takes the bench during the second and fourth weeks, the unintended effect may be to place the defendant on an FI schedule. In effect, the defendant would be punished for the first infraction after two
weeks. Alternatively, the defendant might effectively be placed on an FR1 schedule by the strict judge and on an intermittent schedule (e.g., FR2 or FR3) by the lenient judge. In effect, the defendant learns that the first judge will punish him or her for every infraction, while the second judge imposes punishment only for every second or third infraction. This arrangement is likely to lead to "anticipatory suppression" (Skinner, 1953) of drug use during the first and third weeks of the month, with more frequent drug use during the remaining weeks.

SANCTIONS SHOULD BE DELIVERED IMMEDIATELY.

To have the greatest chance of reducing undesirable behavior, sanctions should be delivered as quickly as practicable after an infraction occurs. In laboratory settings, intervals of just one hour have been demonstrated to decrease a sanction’s efficacy (Azrin, 1956). A long delay could negate the impact of the sanction entirely, or it could bring about only temporary change. The impact of a sanction is strongest when it is delivered immediately after an infraction. When a sanction is delayed, many new behaviors will fall in between the violation and the sanction. In this case, the sanction might be inadvertently paired with behavior that is desirable, or at least not undesirable. For example, a defendant lapses to drug use on Monday, but remains drug-free and attends all scheduled treatment appointments for the remainder of the week. If the judge imposes a sanction on Friday, it could act to punish the defendant’s abstinence. At a minimum, the delay could complicate matters. If the judge praises the defendant for his or her abstinence from Tuesday through Friday and subsequently imposes a sanction for Monday’s lapse, the praise might ring hollow.

UNDESIRABLE BEHAVIOR MUST BE RELIABLY DETECTED.

Failure to uncover an infraction is, in behavioral terms, functionally equivalent to putting the individual on an intermittent
schedule. It also lowers the credibility of the detection system, effectively inviting future efforts to test its limits (Torres, 1996b).

Programs that perform urinalyses on a regular weekly or bi-weekly schedule risk placing their clients on an intermittent schedule, and precipitating anticipatory suppression of drug use only on the days immediately preceding the tests. For this reason, many community-based treatment programs conduct urine testing on a random monthly or bi-weekly schedule. Clients in these programs can expect to be tested two, three, or four times per month, but they have no advance notice of the specific days on which testing will occur. In theory at least, the fear of detection remains constant throughout the month.

Random testing may keep some clients clean, but it invites others to “play the odds.” Many commonly abused substances remain detectable in urine for less than 48 to 72 hours (Gilman et al., 1990). If testing occurs twice a month, the window of detection is thus typically less than six days, so the odds favor undetected use for 24 days out of a 30-day month. Factor into this equation the fact that testing rarely occurs on a weekend (which tend to be high drug-use days) and a drug user can lapse on a Friday evening with a reasonable chance of delivering a “clean” urine specimen on Monday morning. Now, factor in the low odds of a test actually being called on that particular Monday, and the chance of detection becomes negligible. Finally, note that tests are typically spaced at least several days apart from each other, so each test effectively signals a period of respite from detection.

Ideally, testing should be performed at least two to three times per week. Frequent testing may not close the window of opportunity for undetected drug use completely, but the opening will become quite small, increasing the chances of detection. In addition, frequent testing will facilitate the immediate levying of sanctions, eliminating the possibility of inadvertently establishing an intermittent or FI schedule.
The accuracy of positive urinalysis results can and will be challenged, but a challenge is seldom cause to delay the imposition of any but the most severe sanction (e.g., program expulsion). If follow-up testing does in fact uphold a challenge, the wrongfully imposed sanction can subsequently be terminated or compensated, and it is unlikely that a single instance of undeserved punishment, particularly punishment of moderate or low intensity, would cause serious or lasting harm. Failure to reliably detect and implement a sanction, on the other hand, is quite likely to detract from the efficacy of the intervention.

It is important to inform clients at the point of their entry into treatment that they bear the relatively slight risk of false positives (typically less than 3 percent) from the urine tests. It is also important to recalibrate drug-testing equipment on a regular basis to avoid recurrent unreliable results, and to have independent laboratories validate results by routinely performing confirmatory analyses of randomly selected specimens.

Sanctions Must Be Predictable and Controllable.

Punishment can only be effective if the individual has both the ability and the opportunity to respond as desired. An individual cannot learn to behave as expected if the demands placed upon him or her are excessive, or if he or she lacks the skills required to respond appropriately. Similarly, an individual cannot seek to avoid sanctions or even know when to expect them if he or she is unaware of the behaviors that trigger them.

[5] Unpredictable or uncontrollable sanctions can lead to a behavioral syndrome known as "learned helplessness" (Seligman, 1975), in which the person who is punished becomes aggressive, withdrawn, or despondent. For instance, children who are unable to predict when a parent will become angry or displeased with them often present as clingy,
depressed, or irritable, and out of a sense of futility they may give up trying to satisfy even basic expectations.

It is essential to specify clearly what behavior(s) is expected of a person in order to avoid punishment. Ideally, the expected behavior will be clearly quantified and operationalized. A simple instruction to "stay clean" is open to interpretation; as such, the defendant might not be able to predict what behavior will avoid a sanction. In contrast, a requirement that the defendant deliver two clean urine specimens per week and attend three counseling sessions per week is substantially more predictable and controllable.

The importance of providing explicit behavioral instructions cannot be overstated. Clients who do not clearly appreciate what is expected of them, and what behaviors will avoid the imposition of punishment, may become complacent or simply stop trying. Further, substance abusers are notorious for attempting to manipulate ambiguities to their own favor. Clear behavioral instructions will reduce the likelihood that clients will evade responsibility by claiming ignorance of the rules.

Strict compliance at the outset may be an unrealistic expectation, particularly for individuals who experience severe cravings or withdrawal symptoms. Unable to satisfy such expectations, the individual might be tempted to give up. It may be preferable to establish a series of graduated, attainable expectations that constitute steps toward the desired behavior (e.g., achieving a percentage reduction in drug use or attending a specified number of treatments). This is called "shaping."

Of course, certain conduct, such as violent criminal recidivism or high-risk sexual behaviors, may be too serious or dangerous to permit gradual approximations. For an individual who cannot readily suppress such behaviors, it may be preferable not to rely on punishment after the fact, but rather to place the individual in a residential environment to prevent opportunities for acting out.

Shaping is not without other risks. Undesired behavior could be permitted to continue unabated, and perhaps to continue
to be rewarded. It is important, therefore, even during the early stages of shaping, that target behaviors cross some meaningful threshold of utility. For drug court clients, each behavioral step should be demonstrably related to the end goals of abstinence from substance abuse and crime, and each successive step should bring the client demonstrably closer to attaining those goals.

**Sanctions May Have Unintended Side Effects.**

Punishment has many iatrogenic (negative, unanticipated) side effects. When used excessively or inappropriately, it may precipitate a learned helplessness syndrome, which is counterproductive to the goal of improving behavior. Individuals who experience excessive, uncontrollable, and/or unpredictable sanctions often become irritable, despondent, and isolated, and thus less open to positive behavioral change. Punishment can also provoke efforts to escape (Sidman, 1966). Indeed, an individual's immediate and understandable reaction to pain or discomfort is to attempt to flee. The more uncomfortable the sanction, the more intense the effort to escape. It is not surprising, therefore, that individuals enrolled in treatment programs that rely excessively on sanctions often abscond in large numbers.

Finally, punishment has a noteworthy tendency to have an impact beyond what was intended (Sidman, 1966, 1989). For instance, a judge's intent upon issuing a sanction to a defendant is to help the defendant avoid drugs in the future. Unfortunately, what the defendant may actually learn to avoid is the judge, or all judges, or all criminal justice authorities. This is because the judge becomes more associated with the sanction than the behavior that triggered it. This is especially common when there is a lag time of several days or weeks between the infraction and the sanction.

Indeed, the judge is more spatially and temporally connected to the sanction than is the instance of drug use, which might have transpired several days or weeks before. Verbal instructions are frequently employed at this juncture in an effort to
“detach” the judge from the punishment, and to explicitly connect the punishment to the defendant’s own behavior. Like a parent who says, “This hurts me more than it hurts you,” in an effort to minimize some of the iatrogenic effects of punishment, a judge can make it clear that the sanction is a result of the defendant’s own conduct, and that he or she derives no pleasure from imposing it. The likelihood of success with this strategy depends on numerous factors, not the least of which is the judge’s true attitude. Judges who deliver sanctions with a sense of satisfaction, hostility, or vindictiveness are unlikely to convince a defendant that this is totally for the defendant’s own good. In fact, such negative sentiments are more apt to link the judge to the sanction, or to act as punishment in their own right, thus increasing the defendant’s efforts to avoid the judge.

**Behavior Does Not Change by Punishment Alone.**

[6] Used in isolation, punishment is not a particularly effective means of controlling behavior. It can evoke many iatrogenic responses, among them habituation, efforts to escape, and despondency. The eventual outcome could be intransigence or unresponsiveness to intervention. When used with other behavior modification techniques—techniques like extinction, positive reinforcement, and negative reinforcement—punishment can become a much more effective tool (Azrin & Holz, 1966).

**Extinction**

“Extinction” refers to a decrease in an undesirable behavior resulting from a loss of rewards previously associated with that behavior (Martin & Pear, 1992). Drug use, for instance, has a number of reinforcing effects, including euphoria, kinship with other substance abusers, and sexual pleasures. A treatment provider who relies solely on punishment to alter drug use behavior must compete with these pleasurable rewards. It will take a substantial amount or intensity of pun-
ishment to counteract twenty hours a week of intense euphoria. If, however, other techniques can be employed to con-
strain the individual from experiencing the pleasurable ef-
ficts of the drugs, then the drug-taking behavior should de-
cline at a more efficient rate.
Extinction generally occurs when an individual continues to
engage in the target undesirable behavior, but no longer re-
ceives the concomitant positive reinforcement. It follows,
therefore, that an individual who continues to take drugs but
no longer feels their euphoric effects might reasonably be
expected to decrease his or her drug use.²
Contrary to expectations, preventing a person from using
drugs (for instance, by placing him or her in a restrictive
residential setting) does not necessarily lead to extinction.
This is because neither drug taking nor the rewards of drug
taking can occur. Only when drug taking occurs in isolation
from its rewards can extinction be anticipated.

POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT

Punishment is most likely to be effective in the long run when
it is used in combination with "positive reinforcement" of
behaviors that 1) are fundamentally incompatible with the
undesired behavior; 2) carry their own natural rewards; and
3) are likely to be rewarded in the client's natural social en-
vironment (Sisson & Azrin, 1989). For instance, eating right,
spending time with one's family, and holding down a good
job have natural rewards such as improved health, more sat-
sifying family relationships, enhanced income, and the esteem
of others in one's own social environment. All of these things
are fundamentally incompatible with drug abuse.
Payment vouchers are a good example of positive reinforce-
ment, and one that a number of studies have demonstrated to
have very powerful effects. For instance, payment vouchers
can be awarded for providing drug-free urine samples, and

²"Antagonist" medications such as naltrexone, which block the
pleasure-inducing effects of opiates and alcohol, may work, in part, through
an extinction process.
then used by the recipients to facilitate healthy, drug-incompatible lifestyles (Higgins et al., 1994, 1991; Kirby et al., 1998, 1997; Milby et al., 1996; Silverman et al., 1996). In these studies, the vouchers serve to immediately reward early abstinence, and thus to “capture” such appropriate behavior. They are further used to acquire goods and services that bring the client into contact with natural contingencies in the environment that reward healthy, adaptive behaviors. For example, the vouchers might be exchanged for memberships to health clubs, movie tickets, or new work or church clothing, which would support adaptive activities such as health maintenance, recreation, and gaining employment. Although animal studies indicate that positive reinforcement and punishment appear to have synergistic effects (i.e., when used in combination, each may increase the effects of the other) (Azrin & Holz, 1966), to our knowledge positive reinforcement programs have not been systematically investigated in conjunction with sanctions for the treatment of substance abusers. Depending on how they are implemented, it is conceivable that one intervention might either improve or detract from the utility of the other. It is well documented that sanction schedules and voucher schedules, when properly administered and used independently, can produce very large “effect sizes” (the statistical representation of the magnitude of their effects) (Crowley, 1984, 1986; Kirby et al., 1998). There is no clear evidence that one intervention is necessarily superior to the other (Stitzer et al., 1986); in theory at least, sanctions and voucher schedules could be implemented in a complementary fashion to achieve maximum benefit. When punishment and positive reinforcement programs operate in tandem, it is important to delineate clearly between the two and to ensure that they are not contingent upon the same or substantially similar behavior. For instance, a drug court client might receive positive rewards (e.g., social recognition or access to improved housing) for attaining specific treatment plan goals. The same client might also receive negative sanctions (e.g., an increased schedule of court appearances)
for poor attendance or evidence of recent drug use. In general, the client should not receive both sanctions for poor attendance and rewards for good attendance.

As a practical matter, having sanctions and rewards contingent on the same behavior can be confusing, and there is always the risk that the sanctions and rewards will cancel each other out. For example, it is conceivable that a client could keep some appointments and miss others in the same week, and be issued both sanctions and rewards for the same overall course of conduct.

A related issue is whether or not to include a “response cost” in positive reinforcement schedules. A “response cost” is defined as a loss of rewards that is contingent on undesirable behavior (Martin & Pear, 1992). For example, a client who provides a “dirty” urine specimen might lose previously earned payment vouchers, or a portion of the value of future vouchers. For all intents and purposes, a response cost functions as punishment. Therefore, employing it as part of a positive reinforcement schedule may be tantamount to mixing different schedules (punishment and positive reinforcement) for the same category of behavior. In addition, a response cost can undermine the effects of previous rewards, particularly if it sets a client back to “square one.” It could cause a client to give up on the program.

**Negative Reinforcement**

Much of the ambivalence about using sanctions in treatment stems from the confusion of “negative reinforcement” with punishment. Negative reinforcement is not punishment. Punishment is defined as any contingency that reduces the likelihood that a behavior will occur in the future. Negative reinforcement, on the other hand, occurs when the removal of a stimulus, contingent on a behavior, increases the behavior. In short, punishment reduces a behavior; negative reinforcement increases a behavior.

“Escape conditioning” and “avoidance conditioning” are two variations on the negative reinforcement theme. In the case of escape conditioning, the aversive sanction has α-
ready been presented, and the individual can terminate the sanction by engaging in the desired behavior. In avoidance conditioning, the individual can forestall the sanction by engaging in the desired behavior. A conditional release program, in which an inmate can reduce or terminate a prison sentence by completing treatment, is a prime example of escape conditioning. Pre-trial or pre-sentencing diversion programs, in which a criminal record or a sentence can be averted by completing treatment, exemplify avoidance conditioning. Contrary to assumptions, therefore, much of what transpires in drug courts actually exemplifies negative reinforcement, and not punishment (Marlowe, in press). Behavioral theorists tend to link punishment and negative reinforcement under the same rubric of “aversive conditioning” or “coercion,” arguing that they produce the same or similar negative side effects (Sidman, 1989). Experiments involving shock conditioning of rodents are often invoked to support this argument. If a mouse presses a lever to obtain a food pellet, it is a simple matter to reduce the lever-pressing behavior by shocking the mouse each time it presses the lever. As stated so far, this is a straightforward example of punishment. Now, add a chain that the mouse can pull to terminate the shock and this becomes an example of escape conditioning (because removal of the shock increases the rate of chain pulling). In this instance, the mouse may begin to avoid a range of things that have been inadvertently associated with the shock, such as food, levers, or the experimenter. The mouse might also exhibit “superstitious” behavior (Skinner, 1948) such as pulling the chain whenever it experiences any form of pain or discomfort, or it might exhibit other maladaptive reactions such as cowering, social isolation, or aggression. These iatrogenic effects could have disastrous consequences, such as reducing the mouse’s overall level of food intake, or reducing its engagement in productive activities. In this paradigm, the mouse is initially punished, and is then given the opportunity to terminate the punishment through escape reinforcement. It should not be surprising that pun-
ishment and negative reinforcement would produce comparable avoidance responses when they are linked to each other in this manner. But what happens if the initial sanction and the opportunity for escape are not so intimately tied together? In drug courts, the judge is rarely responsible for the defendant's initial arrest or incarceration. Unlike the arresting officer or the arraignment judge, who are spatially and temporally connected to the original criminal justice sanction, the drug court judge should be less apt to trigger an avoidance reaction from the defendant. In fact, he or she may be seen as interceding between the defendant and imprisonment. By removing the threat of incarceration, contingent upon success in treatment, the drug court judge might be viewed as a highly reinforcing or gratifying presence. Negative reinforcement differs fundamentally from punishment in that it focuses on increasing desirable behavior rather than on decreasing undesirable behavior. In this sense, it actually shares more in common with positive reinforcement than with punishment. And like positive reinforcement, it is most likely to be successful in the long run when it is used to promote conduct that 1) is fundamentally incompatible with drug use; 2) carries its own natural rewards; and 3) is likely to be rewarded in the client's natural social environment. In addition to punishing substance use, therefore, drug courts are most likely to be successful if they use their leverage over defendants to enhance behaviors related to health maintenance, employment, involvement in family activities, and adaptive social functioning. For instance, criminal charges might be held in abeyance contingent on the defendant's taking measurable steps toward obtaining a job, rekindling family relationships, or meeting parenting obligations. Assuming that such steps are reasonably obtainable by the client, they are quite likely to compete heavily with substance abuse, and thus to potentiate the effects of other drug court interventions. Although both punishment and negative reinforcement rely to some degree on negative sanctions for their effects, their
mechanisms of action are fundamentally different. Their long-term effects also differ. In animal laboratory testing, avoidance conditioning has been demonstrated to have the most lasting effects, followed, respectively, by escape conditioning and punishment (Azrin & Holz, 1966; Sidman, 1955). The reason for this is not entirely understood; however, it may be related to the frequency of contact between the individual and the negative sanctions, and thus to the potential for habituation. In avoidance conditioning, the individual may never need to come into contact with the sanction; the threat of imposition of the sanction may be all that is required. At most, only one or two sanctions are typically necessary. In escape conditioning, the individual is first exposed to the negative sanction, and must then learn to behave as expected in order to terminate it. In the case of punishment, repeated imposition of sanctions may be required to suppress the undesirable behavior.

Whatever the reasons for the differences in endurance, the lesson for drug courts should be apparent: The more the threat of sanction is realized, and the more the judge focuses on suppressing “bad” behavior rather than on increasing “good” behavior, the greater the risk of habituation and ultimate treatment failure. The optimum way to proceed appears to be to hold a realistic threat of serious sanction over the defendant’s head, and to forestall use of that sanction contingent on drug-incompatible conduct. In tandem with this avoidance schedule, “stinging” sanctions should be delivered, when necessary, to quickly suppress drug-taking and related behaviors when they first emerge.

THE NEED FOR MORE RESEARCH

[7] Because punishment and negative reinforcement have been unnecessarily linked to historic acts of cruelty, they have received scant research attention in recent years. recourse to decades-old data is required to find scientific guidance on how to design and tailor sanctions programs. In contrast, the progress of research in terms of identifying the operative features of positive reinforcement schedules for the
treatment of substance abuse has been impressive (Higgins et al., 1991, 1994; Kirby et al., 1997, 1998; Milby et al., 1996; Silverman et al., 1996). Comparable efforts are required to "tinker" with the various features of sanctions schedules to make them as effective and as humane as they can be.

More specifically, there is a need for research designed to—

- Identify the optimum rate at which sanctions should be ratcheted upward in intensity to minimize habituation and avoid ceiling effects.
- Determine how negative sanctions might be combined with other behavior modification techniques (e.g., extinction or positive reinforcement) to maximize outcomes.
- Determine the proper parameters for including response costs in positive reinforcement programs.
- Identify techniques for reducing learned helplessness, maladaptive escape behaviors, and other iatrogenic effects of sanctions.
- Explore alternative methods for monitoring substance use and delivering sanctions so as to improve the detection of infractions and minimize the delay interval between infractions and their consequences.

Drug courts, in particular, provide a unique and exciting venue in which to study and rekindle interest in punishment and negative reinforcement paradigms. The opportunity for careful scrutiny of clients' behaviors, coupled with frequent judicial contacts and the possibility of rapid imposition of meaningful penalties, provide these behavior modification techniques, at last, with a "fair trial" in a useful "real world" context. Because drug courts incorporate due process and other legal safeguards into their procedures, they should also present a relatively reduced risk for the kinds of abuses that sanction paradigms may have invoked in the past.
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THE STATE OF DRUG COURT RESEARCH

Moving Beyond ‘Do They Work?’

Introduction

When the Miami Drug Court opened its doors in 1989, it launched a dramatic shift in how courts respond to the criminal behavior of drug-addicted defendants. By combining treatment with close judicial supervision, the drug court model offers a new alternative to the unproductive and costly cycle of addiction, crime and incarceration. Unlike conventional courts, the success of drug courts is measured not by how quickly they process cases, how many convictions they produce, or how much jail time defendants receive; but on achieving tangible impacts—less drug use and crime, gains in employment and education, improved mental and physical health, and cost savings from diverting offenders away from jail and prison. Their vast potential has led to a stunning national expansion—over 1,200 drug courts in early 2005, less than 15 years after the Miami program enrolled its first defendant.¹

To test their performance, early drug court evaluations primarily focused on the bottom line: did they work? Most evaluations found that drug courts, while not a cure-all, produce meaningful reductions in re-offending compared with conventional prosecution.² The combination of favorable results and massive, ongoing efforts to open new drug courts nationwide has now spawned an urgent set of second-generation questions focusing less on whether drug courts work and more on how and for whom, along with how they might work better. These are “action research” questions. Action research focuses less on evaluating bottom-line success and more on providing feedback that can improve everyday program quality. Among the topics that drug court action researchers are currently investigating are:

**Target population**  Which categories of participants (e.g., based on drug use and treatment history, criminal history, charges, socioeconomic variables, mental health, or other factors) are especially likely to benefit from drug court? Are today’s programs reaching and enrolling the ideal target population?

**Program components**  How important is each component of the drug court model (e.g., team approach, treatment, case management, judicial supervision, rewards, and sanctions)? How is each component best administered?

**Quality of treatment**  Which treatment modalities are most appropriate for different categories of participants, and are such modalities widely available? How can
drug courts better monitor the quality of the treatment services on which they depend?

**Drug court retention and graduation** How long should drug court participants be retained in the program in order to benefit from the intervention? What steps can be taken to improve retention? How important is drug court retention and graduation in achieving positive long-term outcomes?

The answers to these questions can be used by drug court practitioners to refine their practices and apply resources more wisely. States engaged in large-scale institutionalization efforts can incorporate known best practices into statewide drug court protocols. Indeed, action research may be critical to the long-term sustainability of drug courts. Without understanding which of the key drug court components have the greatest impact, and which categories of participants will benefit most, newer drug courts coping with fewer resources and lacking the charismatic leadership of early pioneering judges may not know which parts of the model must be preserved intact—and which can be tinkered with. This may lead the success of drug courts to slip hand-in-hand with institutionalization.

Although the early 2000s have seen the completion of many valuable studies, some of the most interesting results have yet to be widely disseminated. This paper synthesizes some of the more revealing national findings and highlights areas where we need to know more. Although findings discussed here typically required extensive data collection and evaluation expertise, drug courts can also do a great deal on their own, with modest investments in data collection and analysis. A companion paper discusses how local drug courts can start their own action research program, using simple and easy-to-collect data to answer practical questions about their volume, participant characteristics, and performance. This paper provides a broader context by focusing on general lessons learned.

**The Drug Court Model: What Are We Evaluating?**

What do drug court evaluations typically report? In most examples to date, the evaluation found that drug court participants (including both graduates and failures) had lower recidivism rates than similar defendants prosecuted with conventional methods. Some evaluations have considered other outcomes, such as drug use, employment, health care, time spent in jail and prison, or cost savings; but most have examined effects on recidivism alone—mainly because the availability of official criminal justice records makes recidivism analyses the easiest and least costly to implement.

As important as it is to know that drug courts reduce recidivism, this is not nearly enough. The figure on the next page illustrates how little we learn merely from knowing that a drug court, in its totality, reduced re-offending. More helpful at this point would be research telling us which specific drug court components made the greatest difference in producing successful outcomes, and which, if any, made no difference. Perhaps a drug court receiving a positive evaluation would have been equally effective with a model excluding rewards and sanctions; or excluding case management; or
excluding treatment while relying only on court-based judicial supervision. Or perhaps the drug court would have produced even better results if certain policies were administered differently, for example if in-court interactions with the judge were longer or more probing; or if more effective treatment modalities were used; or if drug testing was more frequent. Consider just a few of the specific components that are believed to underlie drug court success (see the third column in the figure):

**Early Identification** Drug court participants are believed to be most receptive to change at the “crisis moment” of the arrest (or outset of the case); hence potential participants should be identified, assessed, and placed in treatment as rapidly as possible.

**Community-Based Treatment** Effective substance abuse treatment modalities are believed to exist that can promote sobriety; hence drug courts should match participants to appropriate community-based residential or outpatient treatment programs. However, the “science” of treatment-matching is not very well-developed; there is little evidence indicating which treatment interventions work best and with which populations.

**Legal Coercion** Drug court participants are believed to be retained in treatment at higher rates than those entering voluntarily because drug courts offer concrete legal incentives to do well—namely, the prospects of a charge reduction or case dismissal in the event of graduating and jail or prison in the event of failing.

---

**THE DRUG COURT MODEL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Background Context</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>The Drug Court</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Drug Court Eligibility (charges, criminal history, and addiction severity) | Drug Court Components  
- Early Identification  
- Treatment  
- Legal Coercion (e.g., threat of jail)  
- Judicial Interaction  
- Rewards  
- Sanctions  
- Team Approach  
- Case Management  
- Drug Testing  
- Supplemental Services (employment, mental health, housing, etc.)  
- Community Outreach  
- Information/Evaluation | Recovery  
Motivation and Behavioral Change  
Drug Court Graduation  
Rehabilitative Outcomes  
- Reduced Crime and Drug Use  
- Other Outcomes (e.g., employment-related)  
Social Benefits  
- Public Safety  
- Less Incarceration  
- Cost Savings |
Judicial Supervision  Through regular status hearings before the drug court judge, in which the judge engages in direct conversation with the participant about progress and setbacks, the judge is thought to play an instrumental role in promoting sobriety.

Rewards and Sanctions  Drug courts are believed to encourage progress by applying a continuum of intermediate sanctions and rewards: sanctions are thought to be most effective when applying principles of certainty (each infraction receives a sanction), celerity (sanctions are imposed as soon as possible after the infraction occurs), and severity (sanctions rise in severity in response to repeat infractions and consider the severity of the behavior).

Team Approach  Drug courts are believed to be more effective when the parties (e.g., judge, lawyers, and clinical staff) curtail the adversarial process and work together to figure out what will best promote the recovery of each participant.

Official drug court publications and everyday practitioners hold all of these components to be important, but are any backed by evidence? This paper considers what we know now concerning: (1) whether drug courts work, (2) how the work, and (3) for whom. The first question, while the most researched, is covered only briefly, given this paper’s focus on probing deeper to what lies behind the more widely known findings. Nearly all results presented here pertain exclusively to adult drug courts, since research is only beginning to emerge on the family and juvenile drug court models.

Do Drug Courts Work?

Before tackling the more challenging questions of how and for whom drug courts work, what does the literature show concerning their overall success? (See fourth column of the figure.) It is worth noting here that much of the literature to date has been plagued by methodological issues necessitating the careful interpretation of many drug court studies. For instance, in a review of the literature, Steven Belenko points to a lack of precision in defining data sources, timeframes, and measures as well as data quality issues and missing data in many studies. Additionally, several studies have relied on inappropriate comparison groups (e.g., drug court graduates compared to drug court failures; drug court participants compared to those who were found ineligible for the program) or have used no comparison group.

1. Treatment Retention  Drug court retention rates far exceed those for the general treatment population.

Retention is a key measure of program success. A one-year retention rate, for example, indicates the percentage of participants who, exactly one year after entering drug court, had either graduated or remained active in the drug court program. Earlier research finds that longer retention not only indicates success in treatment but also predicts continued future success in the form of lower post-treatment drug use and criminal offending.
Drug courts have been consistently found to produce higher retention rates than community-based treatment programs accepting a combination of voluntary and court-mandated treatment participants. This is believed to be due in part to the legal pressure entailed by the threat of incarceration drug court participants face in the event of failure; several studies confirm that legal coercion is a sizable force improving both short-term and long-term treatment outcomes.

As for hard numbers, one review estimates that drug courts nationwide have an average one-year retention rate of 60 percent. A study of 11 New York State drug courts found a slightly higher median one-year retention rate of 66 percent, and estimated graduation rates exceeded 50 percent in eight of 11 sites. On the other hand, a study of four “mentor” drug courts in other states reported an average graduation rate of only about one-third. Nevertheless, every one of these estimates improves considerably upon those obtained at community-based treatment programs, where many participants enter voluntarily—without the pressure of a court mandate. Nationwide, approximately half of those enrolling in outpatient treatment are retained for less than three months. Since attrition always increases over time, one-year retention rates across these same programs would presumably drop much lower. Indeed, focusing on therapeutic communities (involving residential treatment), one study reports one-year rates ranging from just 10-30 percent, lower than even the very worst performing drug courts. So drug courts have clearly achieved success in keeping addicted persons in treatment for longer than other treatment models.

2. Recidivism Adult drug courts significantly reduce recidivism, although the level of impact varies over time and by court.

In their comprehensive review, David Wilson and colleagues reported that 37 of 42 studies found lower recidivism rates among drug court participants than “comparison groups” composed of similar but non-participating defendants. Most of the studies defined recidivism as re-arrests, some as re-convictions. The average effect size was approximately 13 percentage points. Other literature reviews that considered fewer total drug court evaluations, mainly by eliminating ones with particularly weak methodologies, still reported lower recidivism rates among drug court participants than comparison group defendants in nearly all sites.

An important caveat to these results is that most studies only examined recidivism over a brief time frame, usually coinciding with the in-program period of active drug court participation. Only a handful extended the measurement period beyond two years after program intake. A study of the Baltimore City Treatment Court, which used a strong research design where defendants were randomly assigned either to the drug court or conventional case processing, tracked defendants over a third year and found sustained differences, with a recidivism rate that was 10 percent lower for drug court participants than the comparison group. Several studies have been able to isolate recidivism over a post-program period after drug court participation has ended (i.e., after the date of graduation or failure/release from incarceration). A study of six New York State drug courts, for example, reported consistent recidivism reduc-
tions over a one-year period after graduation or failure—an average 31 percent reduction in relation to the comparison group during a comparable one-year post-disposition period. When focusing on graduates alone, the impact is truly staggering—an average 71 percent reduction across the same six sites. Or, the other hand, drug court failures were as or more likely as comparison group defendants to re-offend. This means the benefits of the drug court accrue primarily to those who successfully complete; therefore, to have a substantial net impact when averaged across all participants, graduating a significant percentage may be extremely important.\textsuperscript{15}

Overall, qualifications concerning methodology and measurement periods notwithstanding, results to date offer strong support for drug courts. Indeed, the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) concluded definitively in its 2005 report that adult drug courts succeed in reducing recidivism.\textsuperscript{17}

3. Drug Use \textit{Studies show varying levels of continued drug use among drug court participants. Many comparison groups are not tested for drug use.}

Few studies directly measure reductions in drug use, primarily due to the inherent difficulties in locating both drug court participants and comparison group members for follow-up interviews and urinalysis testing. In one study, participants in Maricopa County, Arizona were found less likely than defendants randomly assigned to a regular probation group to test positive for heroin or cocaine one-year after program entry; however participants were found more likely to test positive for marijuana.\textsuperscript{18} Two other studies found that drug court participants were significantly less likely than comparison group defendants to use several illegal substances after a short follow-up period.\textsuperscript{19} The GAO aptly concluded that results are limited and mixed when it comes to effects on drug use.

4. Other Rehabilitative Outcomes \textit{Virtually no studies measure other outcomes such as employment, welfare dependence, and mental or physical health. Some evidence suggests that drug courts may produce modest gains in these areas.}

Studies of the Baltimore City and Brooklyn drug courts detected few significant social and economic impacts, such as reductions in family, psychiatric, medical, or employment problems. However, where differences were evident, the tendency was for drug court participants to show modest relative improvement on these types of measures. Clearly, more research is needed here.

5. Cost Savings \textit{While few studies measure cost impacts, nearly all of the available evidence demonstrates that drug courts save money over the long-term.}

Most studies considering cost savings have focused on savings to the criminal justice system (e.g., courts, corrections, probation, or prosecutors). These savings are the easiest to quantify but not necessarily the largest, as compared with others, such as reduced taxpayer-funded health care costs and emergency room visits, reduced dependence on public assistance, and savings to the community through reduced victimization costs. According to two recent reviews of the literature, nearly all complet-
ed cost studies show significant net savings. Of the completed studies, the most noteworthy are two statewide evaluations of drug courts in Washington and California. The Washington State study found savings of $3,832 per drug court participant; or savings of about $1.74 for every dollar invested. The California study reported average yearly savings of $2,000 per participant, though results varied widely across six separate drug court sites. Two California sites produced per participant savings in excess of $15,000 while, on the other end of the spectrum, one produced net costs of just over $9,000 (this was the only site that failed to save money on net). Since many of the savings stem from reductions in recidivism (the savings arise because justice system agencies do not have to deal with future cases), drug courts that achieve larger reductions in recidivism will naturally produce larger cost savings. Further, since recidivism-related savings accrue in the long-term, one should acknowledge that the immediate up-front costs to the court system of running a drug court generally exceed those of conventional case processing. Other justice system agencies, such as the District Attorney’s Office, the defense bar, or corrections may see more immediate cost efficiencies, particularly in those drug courts managing to reduce incarceration time on the initial drug court case. Still, it is clear that drug courts do not always produce a short-term budgetary payoff and should rather be viewed as an investment in the future.

6. Reduced Use of Incarceration As an alternative to incarceration, drug courts typically aspire to reduce the time that defendants spend in jail or prison. Limited data indicates that this happens to some degree, but not always.

Some drug court critics argue that, due to the lengthy jail or prison sentences commonly imposed on drug court failures, when considering all drug court participants together, they face more severe criminal justice sanctions on average than conventional prosecution. Indeed, the study of the Baltimore drug court found that while participants spent fewer days than the comparison group in jail due to their sentence, they spent substantially more time in jail due to intermediate sanctions for noncompliant behavior. Therefore, when all time was considered, the total number of days that drug court participants spent incarcerated was only slightly lower than for the comparison group. In the New York State study, drug court participants in three of six sites averaged significantly fewer days incarcerated than the comparison group on the initial case; but participants in one court spent significantly more time incarcerated and in the final two sites, there was not a significant difference in either direction. (Of course, since drug courts reduce recidivism, it is likely that if including incarceration time served as a result of new offenses, most drug courts would ultimately achieve reductions in net jail or prison time.)

Further breaking down the results in the New York study, it bears emphasizing that drug court graduates were never incarcerated as part of their final sentence; therefore, graduates gained the full benefit of the alternative to incarceration opportunity. On the other hand, in four of six New York sites, drug court failures averaged significantly longer sentences than the comparison group. This again underscores
the critical role of drug court graduation determining whether or not participants will benefit from the intervention.

**How Do Drug Courts Work?**

Here the evidence is more limited. The third column of the figure included above identifies 12 drug court components, of which notable evidence exists bearing on seven.

1. **Early Identification**  *Those drug court participants who are identified and begin treatment quickly are more successful than those whose entry into a community-based treatment program is delayed.*

   A growing body of research suggests that immediate engagement is critical. Participants engaged early in the drug court process, often measured by whether a participant actually begins attending treatment within the first 30 days after formally agreeing to enter a drug court, are more likely to be retained and to have successful long-term outcomes. Implication: Drug courts should strive to implement formal, streamlined intake procedures that can move potential participants rapidly from screening and assessment to formalization of participant status to placement in a suitable community-based treatment program. Where treatment slots are difficult to locate, or systematic delays in case processing cannot be overcome, this may hinder a drug court’s effectiveness. To compensate, strategies such as holding pre-placement groups onsite at the drug court may help to keep participants engaged while they wait for a community-based treatment slot to become available.

2. **Treatment**  *Some contend that treatment per se does not contribute to the overall effectiveness of drug courts and that, instead, judicial supervision makes the greatest difference. Contrary to this position, evidence indicates that treatment can make a difference; but little is known about the relative impact of different treatment modalities; or about which modalities are most appropriate for different categories of participants.*

   In the drug court world, while it may be sacrilege to label treatment as irrelevant, Mark Kleiman believes that the limited scope and duration of the drug court coupled with high costs ultimately restrict the potential impact of this intervention. Therefore, in the interest of achieving the most comprehensive impacts, Kleiman argues that the drug court model could be replaced with a bare-bones approach requiring substance abstinence reinforced through drug screening and guaranteed sanctions for noncompliant behavior—but excluding a requirement of attendance in community-based treatment. Others respond that treatment itself is essential. Many studies (though not specifically of drug court participants) confirm that more time in treatment leads to more positive post-treatment outcomes on measures such as drug use, criminal activity, and employment. The Baltimore drug court study confirms that participants who completed more total days in treatment reported less illegal drug use than others three years after program entry.

   While the literature confirms that treatment is important, it is unclear whether drug courts use the most effective treatment modalities and programs. What is
known is that practices vary widely. For example, across 11 New York State drug
courts, the percentage of participants initially referred to a residential treatment pro-
gram ranged from 1 percent to 53 percent. In part, this variation reflects the desire
of some drug courts to keep participants in the community, rather than sending
them to a residential facility.

Not only do practices between courts vary; information concerning “best practices”
is limited. For example:

• What modality is most appropriate for different categories of participants (e.g.,
  severely addicted heroin users, young marijuana users, or addicted women with
  children)?

• How much treatment is ideal—and do drug courts that require treatment stays
  well in excess of one year encounter a point of diminishing returns? (In recent
  years, several drug court researchers, including one of this article’s coauthors,
  have suggested that it may be counterproductive to keep participants enrolled for
  too long before allowing them to graduate.)

• Within each basic type of modality (e.g., residential, short-term rehabilitation, or
  outpatient), are quality treatment services available? Are treatment providers using
  methods found to be therapeutically effective? How can drug court staff assess the
  quality of available treatment?

• Do variations in treatment program quality tangibly affect participant outcomes?

From a comprehensive review of the treatment literature, Faye Taxman synthe-
sizes existing treatment knowledge and recommends certain specific practices (e.g.,
cognitive behavioral approaches, matching defendants to appropriate programs, and
clinical assessments) as crucial to successful outcomes. At the same time, Taxman
laments that treatment programs serving drug court participants tend to spend rela-
tively little time—less than 20 percent in one study—addressing clinical issues with
an approach known to be effective. Several other researchers participating in a
recent roundtable discussion echoed concerns that programs available to drug courts
did not generally use the most effective of available modalities. And drug court par-
ticipants themselves criticized the quality of their treatment in several recent focus
groups. While it is debatable how much control drug courts can actually exert over
treatment administered in community-based programs, these findings at least raise
concerns about whether drug court effectiveness might be greater if the average qual-
ity of treatment was improved.

3. Legal Coercion Legal coercion can increase the incentive for drug court participants to
succeed.

As discussed previously, part of the success of drug courts in retaining partici-
pants is believed to stem from the legal coercion entailed by the threat of incarceration for failing. Further, some evidence indicates that added amounts of legal coercion within drug courts can produce incrementally better outcomes. For instance, presumably because of the added leverage that results when participants are required to plead guilty in advance of participation, drug courts using “post-plea” as opposed to “pre-plea” models may be more effective. One study of a court-mandated treatment program (not a drug court per se) confirmed that the program’s one-year retention rate rose by 10 percent (64 percent to 74 percent) after switching from a pre-plea to post-plea model. However, the recent statewide study in New York found less strongly supportive evidence for this relationship across a range of drug courts, and the Baltimore study did not confirm this relationship at all. A study of the Las Vegas drug court similarly found that clients entering the drug court post-plea performed worse than pre-plea clients, but the authors believed this may be due to a higher risk clientele entering the court post-plea. Thus while the coercive aspects common to all drug courts are effective when compared with voluntary treatment, further research is needed to clarify under what conditions extra levels of coercion produce added value in terms of additional improvements in participant outcomes.

In this regard, the work of Doug Young and Steven Belenko is highly suggestive. In one study, they found that treatment retention rates varied as a direct result of variation on four distinct legal coercion dimensions: (1) information (degree to which program rules and consequences of noncompliance were clearly communicated to participants); (2) monitoring (degree to which compliance was closely monitored through regular progress reports to the court and other means); (3) enforcement (degree to which noncompliant participants could expect to be rapidly caught, brought back to court, and face consistent consequences); and (4) severity (length of the resulting jail or prison sentence or other consequence). Further, this research suggests that legal coercion becomes more effective when coupled with clear communications by justice system authorities that reinforce participants’ impression that failure will elicit adverse consequences. This reinforcement creates a perception of coercion, which in turn mediates the relationship between the court’s objective mandate on one hand and the resulting compliance outcomes on the other. For example, the dimension of “severity” is not measured merely by the objective facts of what will happen if participants fail but by participant perceptions of how much jail or prison time or what other consequence they will face. Implication: Drug courts should convey clearly, frequently, and specifically to participants exactly what will happen if they graduate (case dismissal or other legal benefit) and what will happen if they fail (how much jail time they will have to serve); and should convey the nature of the court’s monitoring and enforcement efforts to detect and address noncompliance.
4. Judicial Supervision  Ongoing judicial supervision by the drug court judge works with "high-risk" drug court participants.

Research suggests that judicial status hearings—especially ones that include positive feedback from the judge and that focus on "high-risk" participants—can be effective. A series of random assignment studies found that drug court participants diagnosed as having antisocial personality disorder and/or having previously failed a drug treatment program did significantly better when required to appear biweekly before the drug court judge. On the other hand, "low-risk" participants who did not have these characteristics did either similarly or worse across different drug court sites when monitored biweekly. Implication: Scarce judicial supervision resources are best targeted to "high risk" participants.

Since participants who do attend status hearings often develop a relationship with the judge, some research has found that it can be damaging when one judge replaces another. A study of the Portland drug court reported declining treatment attendance after it switched from a single, dedicated judge to a judicial rotation system involving frequent changes in the presiding judge. Likewise, the study found that participants appearing before a single judge were less likely to be terminated unfavorably from the drug court program than participants appearing before multiple judges in the course of their participation.

Concerning the content of effective status hearings, a Broward County, Florida study found that in general, supportive comments by judges resulted in fewer subsequent positive drug screens, while adverse comments had the opposite effect. And further confirming the importance of positive feedback, interviews with participants in two different drug courts using the same scales both found that participants rated "praise from the judge" and "direct interaction with the judge" as among the most useful drug court components. Similarly, participants offering feedback in two separate focus group studies spanning nine drug court sites consistently underlined the motivating role of praise and approval from the judge. By contrast, the overriding prevalence of negative and stigmatizing judicial feedback was held largely responsible for the negative evaluation results (higher rates of re-offending among participants than the comparison group) in one study of the Las Vegas drug court.

5. Rewards  Rewards appear effective when they are tangible and applied frequently throughout the drug court participation process; but the literature is limited.

As noted above, several studies cite the importance of positive judicial feedback. Whether more tangible rewards such as tokens, journals, or gift certificates matter is, however, a different question. Classic behavioral modification techniques of course recommend the liberal use of rewards. Yet, only one study tests the impact of rewards in drug courts with a rigorous research design. For this reason, caution is still advised before making strong assumptions about the degree to which rewards make a difference. In the one completed study, Doug Marlowe and his colleagues randomly assigned participants in one drug court to one of three rewards schedules:
**Standard rewards:** hat or candle after three months of compliance; reduced community service after six months; reduced drug testing after seven; reduced treatment requirements after eight; reduced judicial status hearings after ten; and reduced homework assignments after eleven.

**Enhanced graduated rewards:** gift certificates after each additional month of compliance (i.e., twelve total certificates) that begin at $5 after month one and grow to $60 after month twelve.

**Enhanced thinning rewards:** gift certificates of $30 after months one, two, and three of compliance; $50 after month five; $75 after month nine; and $125 after month twelve.

Within one year of the random assignment, the graduation rate and Phase Four completion rate (the drug court used four phases) were significantly higher for participants on the two “enhanced” schedules than for participants on the “standard” schedule. In particular, 55 percent and 60 percent respectively of participants on the two enhanced scheduled had at least completed Phase Four by the one-year mark, but only 26 percent of those on the standard schedule had done so.45 *Implication:* Based on this study, rewards are effective, but not in the way they are traditionally implemented in drug courts; instead, participants respond better when the rewards have tangible value, are administered more frequently throughout participation, and are administered in escalating quantities.

6. Sanctions  *Drug court sanctions appear effective when applied consistently and fairly; but the literature is limited.*

Following classic behavior modification principles, sanctions and rewards have always been core components of the drug court model. In one study of the Washington, D.C. Judicial Sanctions Program, defendants assigned to receive sanctions in response to noncompliance were less likely to be rearrested than a second group of defendants assigned to receive regular drug testing but without judicial monitoring or sanctions.46 But little is known about precisely why or how sanctions work—which specific types of sanctions are most effective, under what circumstances, and how much of a difference they truly make in a drug court setting. It is possible that intermediate sanctions are less important in drug courts than other aspects of judicial supervision, such as probing and positive judicial interactions with participants and the overarching incentive created by the threat of jail or prison for failing (see above). And because some research has shown that negative, stigmatizing in-court interactions can adversely affect subsequent performance, intermediate sanctions must be administered with care. Where similar sanctions are consistently applied in response to similar behaviors, and where the judge clearly articulates the reasons for imposing each sanction, participants may become more likely to respond positively. In general, research shows that where defendants believe justice system authorities have treated them fairly and with respect, they are more likely to comply.
with court orders. Implication: Drug courts need to cultivate a sense that their sanctioning process is fair. Developing and consistently implementing a formal graduated sanctions schedule may be helpful in this regard.

7. Team Approach  The impact of the team approach has not been rigorously tested, but drug courts appear to function better when a non-adversarial team model is present.

Most drug courts hold regular case conferencing meetings including the judge, attorneys, treatment providers, and other affiliated staff. In these meetings, disparate goals (e.g., of opposing attorneys) are supposed to be put aside to promote the recovery of each participant. While it is difficult to quantify the impact of a team model, a couple studies suggest it may be important. In one involving focus groups with judges from drug courts and other “problem-solving courts” (e.g., domestic violence courts, mental health courts, community courts, etc.), judges repeatedly cited the team approach as among the most critical ingredients for their programs to be effective. Also, a recent process evaluation of the Staten Island, New York drug court found that the strong personal and working relationships established among team members—the judge, prosecutors, and assigned defense counsel especially—enabled the court to successfully address multiple implementation challenges during the planning stages and first year and a half of operations. Still, these studies by no means involved rigorous, carefully designed tests of the team model.

8. Other Drug Court Components  There is little or no evidence on the role of case management, drug testing, community outreach, and supplemental services in areas such as employment, housing, or mental health.

Concerning case management in particular, today’s drug courts exhibit considerable diversity of practice. Different drug courts range from employing their own onsite case management team (the most costly option); to collaborating with local departments of probation to perform case management; to eliminating case management services altogether and folding their functions under substance abuse counselors at assigned treatment programs. Yet it is entirely unclear which, if any, of these approaches is more or less effective than any other.

9. Graduation  Participants who reach graduation are more likely to attain continued success thereafter.

What role does drug court graduation play in producing long-term rehabilitative outcomes (see middle of fourth column in the figure above)? Can those who fail drug court nonetheless gain from the experience? Several studies suggest they cannot—that graduation is a pivotal milestone and that without it continued progress is unlikely. For example, the New York study found that across six drug courts, there was consistently no additional benefit gained from completing more time in the drug court program only to fail in the end. Among those who failed, more time enrolled in the drug court or attending treatment prior to failure had no impact on future re-
 offending rates. Implication: Graduation is the key to successful long-term outcomes; drug courts should seek to graduate a meaningful percentage of their participants.

For Whom Do Drug Courts Work?

Are some components—or the drug court model overall—more effective with some categories of participants than others? If policy-makers knew who benefited the most, they could adjust their target populations appropriately. By contrast, consider how a drug court’s target population is typically defined now (see first column of the table above). Local community values and the specific attitudes of powerful stakeholders (e.g., the prosecutor, defense bar, and judiciary) inevitably influence a drug court’s eligibility criteria: e.g., whether it will admit defendants charged with felonies or misdemeanors only; whether drug sales charges are eligible; and what type of prior criminal history is acceptable. The drug court population also reflects the character of the local population (e.g., the racial makeup or income distribution; and the nature of the local drug problem). In addition to these factors, in the ideal, the target population would be defined at least in part based on hard evidence concerning which categories of participants (e.g., based on drug use, treatment, or criminal history, sex, age, race, socioeconomic background, or other factors) are most likely to benefit from the intervention.

1. Categories of Defendants Most Likely to Perform Better in Drug Court than in Conventional Court

Little is known about which categories of defendants are most likely to benefit from the drug court intervention; but three have emerged as likely candidates: (a) “high risk” offenders, (b) those facing greater legal consequences for failing drug court, and (c) drug offenders (as opposed to offenders arrested for property crimes and other offenses).

A number of studies indicate that “high risk” offenders are especially likely to benefit from the drug court model. As noted above, biweekly judicial status hearings had a positive impact on drug court participants with previous failed treatment episodes and/or anti-social personality disorders; while biweekly status hearings made no difference or even a negative difference for other categories of participants. Also, a study of the Los Angeles drug court found that while the drug court did not produce significantly different re-arrest rates from the comparison group among “low risk” defendants, it did generate considerably lower re-arrest rates among both “medium” and “high risk” defendants. In this study, high risk defendants had more serious criminal records and weaker community ties.59

Complementing this research is the finding cited above that participants perform better if their offenses were more serious — and hence face more severe legal consequences if they fail. When comparing those processed through the drug court with those processed through conventional methods, it turns out that the drug court makes a greater relative difference in reducing the likelihood of re-offending for those with a prior criminal record. Implication: drug courts produce better outcomes if they expand their eligibility criteria to defendants with a prior criminal record, previous failed treatment, and other risk factors; conversely, limiting the drug court opportunity to less serious types of offenders (as many jurisdictions have chosen to
do) will reduce program efficacy. In particular, courts accepting participants over whom they can exercise more legal coercion stand to produce better outcomes.

Finally, a study of one drug court found that it produced a relatively greater reduction in recidivism for defendants entering on drug than on non-drug charges, such as property offenses or prostitution.\textsuperscript{54} In general, drug courts may work better at reducing crime related to drug use and addiction but relatively less well with crime driven by other criminal impulses or motivations. And while many property offenders may be seeking to support an addiction, it is possible that on average, crimes committed by property offenders are less often driven by an addiction and more often by other criminal propensities. Of course, this relationship should be interpreted with caution until additional research replicates the finding.

2. Categories of Defendants Likely to Perform Well in Either Drug Court or Conventional Court  
Certain categories of defendants are likely to perform well both in and outside the drug court: those who (a) are older, (b) have no prior criminal record, (c) abuse a primary drug other than heroin and cocaine, (d) have no dual diagnosis, and (e) have higher socioeconomic status.

There are certain categories of defendants who are likely to perform well or poorly whether they are in drug court or not. Those who have a tendency to do poorly are not necessarily inappropriate for drug court; however, they may be candidates for extra monitoring or services. Synthesizing a large number of studies emerging over the past five years, some of the personal characteristics found to increase the probability of success (whether in a drug court or not) include:

- Older age;\textsuperscript{55}
- No prior criminal record;\textsuperscript{56}
- Primary drug is not a “hard drug”—e.g., heroin and cocaine;\textsuperscript{57}
- No dual diagnosis is present (major depression, bipolar disorder, or suicidal ideation);\textsuperscript{58} and
- Higher socioeconomic status (e.g., as measured by educational attainment or employment status).\textsuperscript{59}

Therefore, defendants lacking the above characteristics are more likely than others to require extra attention, although more research is needed to determine exactly what kinds of interventions are most effective.\textsuperscript{59}

Conclusion

The past several years have seen a remarkable convergence of support throughout the research community around the effectiveness of drug courts. Recent opinion pieces by John Goldkamp, Adele Harrell, and Doug Marlowe, three of the most prominent researchers in the field, all conclude that adult drug courts have been proven effective, a conclusion further echoed in an early 2005 report by the Government Accountability Office. Marlowe adds for emphasis, “We know that drug courts outperform virtually all other strategies that have been attempted for drug-involved offenders.”\textsuperscript{60} Alongside this bold endorsement, however, Marlowe
offers an equally important caution, "Some components [of the model] may be
indispensable, others may not be worth the cost, and still others may have negative
side effects." Indeed, the future of drug courts may well depend not on producing
additional studies demonstrating their effectiveness overall but on increasing our
understanding of which components are critical, which are not, and for which cate-
gories of participants the intervention works best.

Information concerning the essential ingredients of drug courts becomes all the
more important in light of recent efforts by many states to "go to scale," expanding
the reach of drug courts to far greater numbers of defendants. These efforts appear
to fall under two possible paths. One involves increasing the number of drug courts
as well as attempting to boost the volume of defendants served by each one. Many
states, including California, Florida, Louisiana, Missouri, and New York, have already
begun proceeding in this manner through statewide coordination and expansion
efforts. The second possible path involves applying "problem-solving" practices
(i.e., the set of practices common to drug and other specialized courts) outside the
specialized court setting—throughout conventional courts. While this second
path has not been undertaken systematically by any state, interest in this area is
growing.

Both paths of expansion stem in no small part from the documented success of
adult drug courts. Yet, it is unclear whether broader institutionalization can pro-
duce equally positive results. It is possible that a drug court approach will not work
as well if institutionalized throughout greater numbers of courtrooms, targeting a
wider range of defendants, and requiring the collaboration of far more judges,
attorneys, and other stakeholders who may not all possess the dedication or skill of
the movement's pioneers. This paper has sought to inform the future of the drug
court movement by summarizing what we know so far about successful drug court
implementation. While the research cannot give policymakers a blueprint for how
to go to scale with drug court, it does offer a number of helpful lessons that will
hopefully spark new thinking about how to ensure that courts are making a differ-
ence in the lives of addicted offenders.
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Center for Court Innovation

The winner of an Innovations in American Government Award from the Ford Foundation and Harvard's John F. Kennedy School of Government, the Center for Court Innovation is a unique public-private partnership that promotes new thinking about how courts and criminal justice agencies can aid victims, change the behavior of offenders and strengthen communities.

In New York, the Center functions as the state court system's independent research and development arm, creating demonstration projects that test new approaches to problems that have resisted conventional solutions. The Center's problem-solving courts include the Red Hook Community Justice Center and the Midtown Community Court as well as drug courts, domestic violence courts, youth courts and mental health courts.

Nationally, the Center disseminates the lessons learned from its experiments in New York, helping practitioners across the country launch their own problem-solving innovations. The Center contributes to the national conversation about justice through a variety of written products, including original research, books and white papers like this one. The Center also provides hands-on technical assistance, advising courts, prosecutors and other criminal justice planners throughout the country. Current areas of interest include research/evaluation, court technology, problem-solving principles and methods, drug courts, domestic violence courts, mental health courts and community prosecution.

For more information, call 212 397 3050 or e-mail info@courtinnovation.org.
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Introduction

Painting the Current Picture: A National Report Card on Drug Courts and Other Problem Solving Court Programs in the United States

Published annually, this report provides an update of drug court and other problem solving court activity in every state, territory, and district in the United States since the release of the inaugural issue of *Painting the Current Picture: A National Report Card on Drug Courts and Other Problem Solving Court Programs in the United States* in May 2004.

*Volume I, Number 2* provides summary results from the 2004 National Survey on Drug Courts and Other Problem Solving Courts, conducted by the National Drug Court Institute (NDCI) in the last half of 2004 and ending on December 31, 2004.

The NDCI National Survey instrument was sent to a Primary Point of Contact (PPC) in each state in July 2004. To this end, each respective state identified for NDCI either the person responsible for tracking state drug court activity or the person most familiar with the state's drug court operations. The representative organizations ranged from the State Supreme Court (e.g., Louisiana), the Administrative Office of the Courts (e.g., Missouri, California), the Governor's Office (e.g., Texas), the Single State Agency for Alcohol and Drug Services (e.g., Oklahoma) or independent state commissions (e.g., Maryland). In those instances in which a state did not have a designated statewide drug court coordinator or director, the state Drug Court Association or Congress of State Drug Court Associations was asked to identify a PPC.

In addition to forwarding the survey instrument to an identified state drug court PPC, NDCI also courtesy-copied the survey instrument to, on average, 2 additional officials in each state, totaling 168 surveyors nationwide. These included the president of the state drug court association, designated members of the Congress of State Drug Courts Association, National Association of Drug Court Professionals (NADCP) Board Members, and other individuals possessing comprehensive knowledge regarding drug court and other problem solving court activities in their state. Once NDCI received the completed survey from the PPC, the data were compiled and forwarded back to the PPC and other surveyors for final confirmation to ensure a thorough and accurate snapshot of the number and type of operational drug courts and other problem solving court programs in the United States as of the concluding date of the survey.

Specific to this volume and in addition to reporting the type and aggregate number of operational drug courts and other problem solving court programs throughout the United States, sections are dedicated to major drug court research scholarship since the release of Volume I, as well as state-specific drug court legislation and the amount of each state's appropriation supporting such court programs (Table V). This year's report also provides key information about drug court models, populations, and capacity, as well as the number of confirmed drug-free babies born to active female drug court participants in 2004. Finally, a new feature found in this volume includes a list of national organizations serving as a resource to the drug and other problem solving court field.
## Timeline of Drug Courts and Other Problem Solving Courts in the United States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>First drug court opens in Miami, Florida.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Spending on corrections exceeds $60 billion annually.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>60% drug courts in existence. Drug offenders account for 20% of all convictions in state courts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>40 drug courts in existence. Drug offenders account for 60% of federal prison admissions. First community court opens in Manhattan, New York.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>70 drug courts in existence. Drug offenders account for 60% of federal prison admissions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>First NACDP Mentor Drug Court established in California. First Family Drug Court opens in Miami, Florida.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>228 drug courts in existence. 6.7 million people in the U.S. are under criminal justice supervision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>665 drug courts in existence. First Juvenile and Family Drug Court: National Conference held in Phoenix, Arizona. American Bar Association (ABA) adopts Resolution 2.7 on the importance of drug treatment in both state and federal systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>1,048 drug courts in existence. First Family Drug Court opens in Pinal County, Arizona. NACDP releases Model National Drug Court: Training Conference in Las Vegas, Nevada.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Drug Courts: A National Phenomenon

Drug courts are one of the most significant criminal-justice system initiatives in the past 20 years," according to John Walters, Director of the Office of National Drug Control Policy (Walters, 2005). As demonstrated by the timeline on page 1, drug courts have grown exponentially, quickly becoming a national phenomenon. Drug courts represent the coordinated efforts of the judiciary, prosecution, defense bar, probation, law enforcement, treatment, mental health, social services, and child protection services to actively and forcefully intervene and break the cycle of substance abuse, addiction, and crime. As an alternative to less effective interventions, drug courts quickly identify substance abusing offenders and place them under strict court monitoring and community supervision, coupled with effective, long-term treatment services (Huddleston, Freeman-Wilson, & Boone, 2004).

In this blending of systems, the drug court participant undergoes an intensive regimen of substance abuse and mental health treatment, case management, drug testing, and probation supervision while reporting to regularly scheduled status hearings before a judge with specialized expertise in the drug court model (Fox & Huddleston, 2003). In addition, drug courts may provide job skills training, family or group counseling, and many other life-skill enhancement services.

No other justice intervention brings to bear such an intensive response with such dramatic results—results that have been well documented through the rigor of scientific analysis. From the earliest evaluations, researchers have determined that drug courts provide "closer, more comprehensive supervision and much more frequent drug testing and monitoring during the program than other forms of community supervision. More importantly, drug use and criminal behavior are substantially reduced while offenders are participating in drug court" (Delenko, 1998, 2001). To put it bluntly, "we know that drug courts outperform virtually all other strategies that have been attempted for drug-involved offenders..." (Marlowe, DeMatteo, & Festinger, 2003).

As of December 31, 2004, there were 1,621 drug court operations in the United States (Table 1). Remarkably, the growth does not appear to be slowing down. Currently, 215 jurisdictional teams are formally planning a drug court (Pierre, 2005), and another 263 jurisdictions submitted applications to the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA), U.S. Department of Justice in response to the 2005 Drug Court Discretionary Grant solicitation (Markin, 2005). In total, the number of drug courts has increased by 37 percent in the past year alone.
Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>To Date $^3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Combined, new DWI and reentry drug courts represent almost a 200 percent increase from December, 2003.

Operational drug courts has increased by 37 percent in the past year alone (Table II and Table III). It is clear that drug court and drug court principles are becoming institutionalized as a way of doing business in the courts.

Now numbering 811, adult drug courts comprise the majority of operational problem solving court programs in the United States (Table III and Figure II). However, unlike the first generation of adult drug court programs, which tended to be diversionary or pre-plea models, 69 percent of adult drug courts today have a probationary or post plea condition, suggesting that drug courts are working more often with a higher-risk offender population. This trend seems quite appropriate in light of research conducted by the Treatment Research Institute at the University of Pennsylvania, which concluded that high-risk clients who have more serious antisocial propensities or drug-use histories performed substantially better in drug court when they were required to attend frequent status hearings before the judge (Marlowe, Festinger, & Lee, 2004).

The increase in probationary or post-plea drug courts can also be explained by the fact that increasing numbers of drug courts are treating target populations that require a post-conviction probationary sentence. This is especially true for drug courts that accept impaired drivers or offenders who are being released from jail or prison custody. Combined, new DWI and reentry drug courts represent almost a 200 percent percent increase from December, 2003.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Total Drug Courts</th>
<th>Adult</th>
<th>Post-Plea</th>
<th>Pre-Plea</th>
<th>Juvenile</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Tribal*</th>
<th>DWI</th>
<th>Designated DWI</th>
<th>Hybrid DWI</th>
<th>County Drug Court</th>
<th>Federal Judicial District</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.C.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guam</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure II

Total of 1,621 Operational Drug Courts in the United States (December 2004)
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[Graph showing the increase in the number of operational drug court programs in the United States from 1989 to 2004.]
Drug Court Capacity

Certainly such an increase in drug courts suggests that the need for real solutions to issues such as substance abuse, child abuse and neglect, and driving under the influence is being met. In fact, more than 70,000 drug court clients are being served at any given time, throughout the United States and its territories.7 In addition, more than 16,200 participants graduated from drug court in 2004.8 Given that only approximately two-thirds of the jurisdictions provided usable data on these items, the actual number of clients being served by drug courts nationally is certainly higher.

Implementing new drug courts is undoubtedly one way to expand capacity and reach more people in need. However, starting new courts is only part of the answer. To truly reduce a given community’s crime and substance abuse problem, each drug court may have to expand its capacity to achieve its full impact.

Many drug courts throughout the nation have overcome capacity barriers by expanding their
eligibility criteria, accepting larger numbers of offenders, or in some cases serving all offenders who have a substance abuse-related problem. As Table IV demonstrates, several of these drug courts have taken the model "to scale" to serve significant numbers of drug offenders in their communities.

Such drug courts have successfully overcome the typical barriers that limit program population expansion. These barriers commonly include a lack of sufficient funding, limited availability of treatment or supervisory services, or insufficient political will.

Other courts, however, have experienced trouble even reaching full capacity once operational. This is oftentimes due to limiting factors outside the control of the court. Generally such factors include limited or absent key services necessary to serve the needs of the target population of participants. With two-thirds of states reporting, current drug court capacity rests at 87 percent.

When surveyed about the biggest impediments to increasing their drug court capacity, 72 percent of responding jurisdictions reported that a lack of funding was their biggest issue (Figure IV).

Drug Courts: New Evidence

In February 2005, the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) published an extensive review of drug court research, which concluded that most adult drug court programs evidenced:

- Lower rearrest and conviction rates for drug court participants than comparison group members.
- Fewer recidivism events for drug court participants than comparison group members.
- Recidivism reductions for participants who had committed various categories of offenses.

- Recidivism reductions that were maintained for substantial intervals of time after the participants had completed the drug court program.
- Positive cost/benefit/ratio for the drug court participants.

GAO also provided some opportunities for advancement in the drug court field. Implicit in the GAO's analysis is a mandate to improve the quality of local drug court research to such levels that a more exhaustive national examination can be performed. Echoing an earlier commentary from online substance abuse policy organization, JOIN Together, GAO concluded that while the review may have established the efficacy of drug courts, exactly what about drug courts work is still open to question (Marlowe, 2004). Having discovered a successful model for rebuilding lives, the research community must fine-tune the approach through investigation of its constituent components. "To the extent that research can help discern best practices for drug courts, the models for effective programs can be enhanced" (GAO, 2005).

Drug-Free Babies

Alcohol consumption during pregnancy is the leading known cause of birth defects. Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (FASD) may include stunted growth, facial deformities, small head circumference, mental retardation, and behavior abnormalities (e.g., Merck Research Laboratory, 2005). Consumption of illicit drugs during pregnancy, particularly cocaine and opioids, is highly associated with complications during delivery and can lead to serious consequences for the developing fetus or newborn (e.g., Lester et al., 2003). In addition to increasing the risk of infections that can be transmitted from mother to fetus,
such as hepatitis or sexually transmitted
diseases, most illicit drugs readily cross the
placenta and can constrict blood flow and
oxygen supply to the fetus. Newborns may
be physiologically addicted to drugs and
may suffer withdrawal symptoms during their
earliest hours or days of life (e.g., Vidaeff &
Mastrobattista, 2003).

During 2004, a total of
460 drug-free babies
were born to active
female drug court clients.

Such newborns tend to interact less with
other people, may be hyperactive, tremble
uncontrollably, or exhibit learning deficits that
can continue through 5 years of age or later.
Behavioral and learning problems may first
erange in children who were exposed to
cannabis in utero when they are over 4 years
old (e.g., Merck Research Laboratory, 2005).

The added costs to society of caring for drug-
exposed babies can be exceptional. Cost
estimates vary considerably depending upon
the level of care the child receives and may
not always be proportional to the degree of
damage suffered. Speaking generally, the
additional medical costs associated with the
delivery of a drug-exposed baby are estimated
to range from approximately $1,500 to $25,000
per day (e.g., Cooper, 2004). Sadly, seriously
drug-exposed newborns may have shortened
life expectancies, which paradoxically could
cost society proportionately less in medical
expenses (but with an incalculably greater cost
in human tragedy). Neonatal intensive care
expenses can range from $25,000 to $35,000
for the care of low birth-weight newborns and
may reach $250,000 over the course of the first
year of life (Office of Justice Programs, 1997).
Continuous care expenses through the age of
18 years for the developmentally delayed child
can be as high as $750,000 (Janovsky &
Kalotra, 2003).

In the *Painting the Current Picture* survey, 60
percent of respondents (32 states) provided
usable data on confirmed births of drug-free
babies to their drug court participants. During
the preceding 12 months, a total of 460 drug-
free babies were reported to have been born
to active female drug court clients. Respondents
were instructed that this
number should refer only to
births from active female
participants in their
programs; therefore, it does
not include drug-free
children born to male
participants or to program
graduates. As such, it could
substantially underestimate
the impact of drug courts
and other problem solving courts on all drug-free
deliveries. Especially given a 60 percent response
rate, the actual number of drug-free deliveries
can be expected to be appreciably higher.

"Drug court and problem
solving court principles
and methods have
demonstrated great
success in addressing
certain complex social
problems..."
(CCJ & COSCA, 2004).

Problem Solving Courts: Emerging
Permutations

In 2004, the Conference of Chief Justices (CCJ)
and the Conference of State Court
Administrators (COSCA) passed a new
national joint resolution committing all 50
State Chief Justices and State Court
Administrators to “take steps, nationally and
locally, to expand and better integrate the
principles and methods of well-functioning drug
courts into ongoing court operations.” Among
other strongly positive statements, the
national CCJ/COSCA joint resolution declared
that “drug court and problem solving court
principles and methods have demonstrated
great success in addressing certain complex
social problems, such as recidivism, that are
not effectively addressed by the traditional
legal process” (CCJ & COSCA, 2004).
models may adhere to each of the ten Key Components, the parentage of most problem solving court models can be traced to these principles and practices (Figure V).

As the literature on the drug court model continues to demonstrate its effectiveness on the offender and the justice system at large, many jurisdictions have implemented a number of problem solving courts designed to address other problems that emerge in the traditional court system. Often modeled after drug courts, problem solving courts seek to address social issues such as mental illness, homelessness, domestic violence, prostitution, parole violation, quality of life, and community reentry from custody. Recently, several new problem solving courts have emerged, expanding the model to new populations; two such permutations are truancy courts and gambling courts. Currently, there are 937 problem solving courts other than drug courts in operation. Taken together, there are 2,558 total problem solving courts in the U.S.

Definitions of Problem Solving Courts

Using the scientific and scholastic literature available, as well as interviews with key court professionals and scholars, NDCI presents the definitive descriptions for many of the problem solving courts discussed throughout this publication.

* Adult Drug Court: A specially designed court calendar or docket, the purposes of which are to achieve a reduction in recidivism and substance abuse among nonviolent substance abusing offenders and to increase the offender’s likelihood of successful rehabilitation through early, continuous, and intense
judicially supervised treatment, mandatory periodic drug testing, community supervision and use of appropriate sanctions, and other rehabilitation services (BJA, 2003).

* **Campus Drug Courts:** ("Back on TRAC"—Treatment, Responsibility, and Accountability on Campus) are quasi-judicial drug court programs, within the construct of a university disciplinary process, that focus on students with substance abuse-related disciplinary cases that would otherwise result in expulsion from college. Similar to traditional drug courts, campus drug courts provide structured accountability while simultaneously rehabilitating the student. The overarching goal of the campus drug court is to decrease substance abuse involvement in a group not normally reached by the traditional interventions on campus. This is achieved through a collaborative systems model designed to encourage the student to make the necessary lifestyle changes that will contribute to their success, not only as a student, but also in their lives after they graduate from school (Asmus, 2002).

* **Community Court:** Community courts bring the court and community closer by locating the court within the community where "quality of life crimes" are committed (e.g., petty theft, turnstile jumping, and vandalism). With community boards and the local police as partners, community courts have the bifurcated goal of addressing the problems of defendants appearing before the court, while using the leverage of the court to encourage offenders to "give back" to the community in compensation for damage they and others have caused (Lee, 2000).

* **DVI Court:** A DVI court is a distinct court system dedicated to changing the behavior of the alcohol/drug dependent offender arrested for Driving While Impaired (DWI). The goal of the DVI court is to protect public safety by using the drug court model to address the root cause of impaired driving: alcohol and other substance abuse. Variants of DVI courts include drug courts that also take DVI offenders, which are commonly referred to as "hybrid" DVI courts or DVI/drug courts. The DVI court utilizes all criminal justice stakeholders (prosecutors, defense attorneys, probation, law enforcement, and others) along with alcohol or drug treatment professionals. This group of professionals comprises a "DVI
Court Team," and uses a cooperative approach to systematically change participant behavior. This approach includes identification and referral of participants early in the legal process to a full continuum of drug or alcohol treatment and other rehabilitative services. Compliance with treatment and other court-mandated requirements is verified by frequent alcohol/drug testing, close community supervision, and interaction with the judge in non-adversarial court review hearings. During these review hearings, the judge employs a science-based response to participant compliance (or non-compliance) in an effort to further the team's goal to encourage prosocial, sober behaviors that will prevent DWI recidivism (Loeffler & Huddleston, 2003).

• **Family Dependency Treatment Court:** Family dependency treatment court is a juvenile or family court docket of which selected abuse, neglect, and dependency cases are identified where parental substance abuse is a primary factor. Judges, attorneys, child protection services, and treatment and other social and public health personnel unite with the goal of providing safe, nurturing, and permanent homes for children while simultaneously providing parents the necessary support and services to become drug and alcohol abstinent. Family dependency treatment courts aid parents in regaining control of their lives, ensure the provision of necessary services for children, and promote long term stabilized recovery to enhance the possibility of family reunification within mandatory legal timeframes (Wheeler & Siegert, 2003).

• **Gambling Court:** Operating under the same protocols and guidelines utilized within the drug court model, gambling courts intervene in a therapeutic fashion as a result of pending criminal charges with those individuals who are suffering from a pathological or compulsive gambling disorder. Participants enroll in a contract-based, judicially supervised gambling recovery program and are exposed to an array of services including Gamblers Anonymous (GA), extensive psychotherapeutic intervention, debt counseling, group and one-on-one counseling and, if necessary, due to the high rates of comorbidity, drug or alcohol treatment within a drug court setting. Participation by family members or domestic partners is encouraged through direct participation in counseling with offenders and the availability of support programs such as Gamblers Anonymous (GA). Participants are subject to the same reporting and court response components as drug court participants (Farrell, 2005).

• **Gun Court:** Developed largely from the intensive supervision precepts espoused by the drug court model, gun courts are a response to the increasing problem of weapons offenses. Defendants charged with illegal possession of a firearm are assigned to a special docket for prompt adjudication and placed under intensive supervision by a judge, case manager, and probation for immediate response to violation of court orders and recidivists instead of incarceration. Conditions of the program include gun surrender and continued non-possession of firearms with targeted random home visits to ensure compliance; random drug testing; drug and alcohol treatment, as necessary; conflict resolution and anger management; and a mandatory gun education program. Defendants are required to make weekly contact with case manager and attend periodic court hearings to monitor progress (Presenza, 2005).

• **Juvenile Drug Court:** A juvenile drug court is a docket within a juvenile court to which selected delinquency cases, and in some instances, status offenders, are referred for handling by a designated judge. The youth referred to this docket are identified as having problems with alcohol and/or other drugs. The juvenile drug court judge maintains close oversight of each case through regular status hearings with the parties involved. The judge
both leads and works as a member of a team that comprises representatives from treatment, juvenile justice, social and mental health services, school and vocational training programs, law enforcement, probation, the prosecution, and the defense. Over the course of a year or more, the team meets frequently (often weekly), determining how best to address the substance abuse and related problems of the youth and his or her family that have brought the youth into contact with the justice system (BJA, 2003).

- **Mental Health Court**: Modeled after drug courts and developed in response to the overrepresentation of people with mental illness in the criminal justice system, mental health courts divert select defendants with mental illness into judicially supervised, community-based treatment. Currently, all mental health courts are voluntary. Defendants are invited to participate in the mental health court following a specialized screening and assessment, and they may choose to decline participation. For those who agree to the terms and conditions of community-based supervision, a team of court staff, social services, and mental health professionals works together to develop treatment plans and supervise participants in the community. Participants typically appear at regular status hearings where incentives are offered to reward adherence to court conditions, sanctions for non-adherence are handed down, and treatment plans and other conditions are periodically reviewed for appropriateness. Completion (sometimes called graduation) is defined according to specific criteria (Council of State Governments, 2005).

- **Reentry Drug Court**: Reentry drug courts utilize the drug court model, as defined in The Key Components, to facilitate the reintegration of drug-involved offenders into communities upon their release from local or state correctional facilities. These are distinct from "reentry courts," which do not utilize the drug court model, but work with a similar population. The offender is involved in regular judicial monitoring, intensive treatment, community supervision, and regular drug testing. Reentry drug court participants are provided with specialized ancillary services needed for successful reentry into the community (Taubер & Huddleston, 1999).

- **Teen Court**: Teen court (also called peer court or youth court) is a program run by teens for teens, usually in conjunction with the offender's school. The underlying philosophy of these programs is that positive peer pressure will help youths be less likely to reoffend and that youths are more receptive to consequences handed down from their peers than those given by adults. Therefore, youths who commit minor offenses such as petty theft, possession of alcohol, disorderly conduct, or status offenses receive consequences for their behavior not from the juvenile court system but from a "jury" of their peers in teen court. Law enforcement officers, probation officers, teachers, and others may refer youths to these voluntary programs. To participate, youths must admit to having committed the offense and the teen juries deliberate primarily on dispositional issues, handing down "sentences" ranging from community service to apologies, jury duty, essays, and educational workshops. In most situations, successful completion of the program means that the youth will not have a juvenile record or, in the case of a school referral, the juvenile will avoid school suspension or expulsion (Vickers, 2004).

**Tribal Healing to Wellness Court**: A Tribal Healing to Wellness Court is not simply a tribal court that handles alcohol or other drug abuse cases. It is, rather, a component of the tribal justice system that incorporates and adapts the wellness court concept to meet the specific substance abuse needs of each tribal
community. It therefore provides an opportunity for each Native community to address the devastation of alcohol or other drug abuse by establishing more structure and a higher level of accountability for these cases and offenders through a system of comprehensive supervision, drug testing, treatment services, immediate sanctions and incentives, team-based case management, and community support (Tribal Law & Policy Institute, 2003). This non-adversarial community-based system encompasses traditional Native problem-solving methods and restores the person to their rightful place as a contributing member of the tribal community. Tribal Healing to Wellness Courts utilize the unique strengths and history of each tribe and realigns existing resources available to the community in an atmosphere of communication, cooperation, collaboration and healing (Lovell, 2005).

- **Truancy Court**: Rather than employing the traditional punitive approach to truancy, truancy courts are designed to assist a child in overcoming the underlying causes of truancy in his or her life by reinforcing education through efforts from the school, courts, mental health providers, families, and the community. Guidance counselors submit reports on the child's weekly progress throughout the school year, which the court uses to enable special testing, counseling, or other necessary services as required. Truancy court is often held on the school grounds and results in the ultimate dismissal of truancy petitions if the child can be helped to attend school regularly (National Truancy Prevention Association, 2005).

### Drug Court Legislation and State Appropriations

Variations in individual state governments determine whether or not enabling or authorizing legislation is necessary for drug court implementation and operation. Some states have passed legislation specifically defining what drug courts are or specifying certain critical elements of the drug court structure (for example, defining eligibility criteria). Other states have passed legislation to create funding mechanisms for drug courts, such as special fines, fees, or assessments. However, many states with thriving drug court programs have not seen a need to pass legislation to implement, define, or fund their drug court programs.

"Appropriations" for drug court, as presented in Table V, represent earmarked funds in a state's budget either from drug court-specific legislation or from other statutory appropriations. "Appropriations" does not include local governmental or private funding, federally funded discretionary or formula awards, block grants, or client fees, and may not include funds used for drug courts from the budgets of state agencies like corrections, substance abuse treatment, or administrative offices of the courts.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Bill Number</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>Appropriations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>Act 1266 2003</td>
<td></td>
<td>$864,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>HB 172 (2001); HB 4 (2002); HB 451 (2004); HB 342 (2004)</td>
<td></td>
<td>$71,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>CRS 16-11-214, 18-1-103, 18-1-307</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,057,341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>HB 217</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,413,477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>HB 172</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>DC 79.11.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>DC 79.11.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>DC 79.11.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>FS 397</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$27,480,263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>SB 474</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guam</td>
<td>Bill No. PL 25-125</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$214,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>PL 25-125</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$2,014,577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>Chapter 56, Title 19, Idaho Code</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$2,600,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>AB 812, CS 1061, WV 2016 CS 3101, NY 2016 CS 4101, MS 2869</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>$200,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2,066,203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>LSA-AS 13:3501 et seq.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$11,829,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>T.C. 2014 Sec. 1:4 AMRPSA 421-422, 421-1, Sa. 9</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$1,650,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>SB 996, PA 224</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$2,535,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.4 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>MSCODE 9-23-1 through 9-23-23, Pending Reg. Session S2839</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$4.5 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>Section 478.001, 478.009, RS2896</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$7.6 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>Bill No. L15454</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$6,226,241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Assembly Bill 29</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$6,226,241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>L.2001, C. 243</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$27 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.8 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.4 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>NC 31, Chapter 7A-791</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$1,052,476.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>$60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>Title 22 Section 471 et seq.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$3,950,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>HB 3363</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,775,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>Section 114112632</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$520,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>TCA 16-22-101 to 113 Drug Court Treatment Act of 2003</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>HB 1267 (2001); HB 2563 (2003)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$750,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>HB 2563, SB 281, General Assembly</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$1,025,162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>Bill No. 125</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgin Islands</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>HB 2563, SB 281, General Assembly</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>1.11-120 Drug court</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$5.3 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>WV Code 61-11-280(1)(15)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>Wyoming State Ann. Sections 5-10-101 et seq.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$3.2 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Number & Type of Operational Problem Solving Court Programs in the United States (December 2004)

| Alabama | Alaska | Arizona | Arkansas | California | Colorado | Connecticut | Delaware | District of Columbia | Florida | Georgia | Guam | Hawaii | Idaho | Illinois | Indiana | Iowa | Kansas | Kentucky | Louisiana | Maine | Maryland | Massachusetts | Michigan | Minnesota | Mississippi | Missouri | Montana |
|---------|--------|---------|----------|-----------|----------|-------------|----------|---------------------|--------|---------|------|--------|------|----------|--------|------|---------|----------|----------|-------|---------|-------------|---------|----------|-------------|----------|---------|-------------|
| 33      | 17     | 68      | 0        | 47        | 4        | 4           | 0        | 0                   | 0      | 0       | 0    | 0      | 0    | 0        | 0      | 0    | 0       | 0        | 0        | 0     | 0       | 0           | 0       | 0        |
| Nebraska | Nevada | New Hampshire | New Jersey | New Mexico | New York | North Carolina | North Dakota | Ohio | Oklahoma | Oregon | Pennsylvania | Rhode Island | South Carolina | South Dakota | Tennessee | Texas | Utah | Vermont | Virginia | Virgin Islands | Virginia | Washington | West Virginia | Wisconsin | Wyoming | Totals |
| 0       | 2      | 0       | 0        | 0         | 0        | 0           | 0        | 0                   | 0      | 0       | 0    | 0      | 0    | 0        | 0      | 0    | 0       | 0        | 0        | 0     | 0       | 0           | 0       | 0        |
|        |        |        |          |           |          |             |           |                     |        |        |      |        |      |          |        |      |         |          |          |       |         |              |        |          |           |          |        |     |

1. Juvenile sex offender court.
2. Proprietary CRM. Courts funded under a CA initiative that substitute drug treatment for incarceration for first and second-time non-violent offenders. Some of these courts do not follow the drug court model, but they are included in the drug court count; furthermore, they are known as "other."-
3. Integrated family court.
4. Statewide court.
5. Gambling court.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>Frank Coker</td>
<td>205-817-3794</td>
<td><a href="mailto:frank.coker@al.judicial.state.us">frank.coker@al.judicial.state.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>Robyn Johnson</td>
<td>907-264-8250</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rjohnson@courts.state.ak.us">rjohnson@courts.state.ak.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>Michael Rodes</td>
<td>602-395-3150</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mrodes@gov.state.az.us">mrodes@gov.state.az.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>John Millar</td>
<td>501-682-9400</td>
<td><a href="mailto:john.miller@arkansas.gov">john.miller@arkansas.gov</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Nancy Taylor</td>
<td>415-558-7607</td>
<td><a href="mailto:nancy.taylor@courts.ca.gov">nancy.taylor@courts.ca.gov</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Dee Colomnini</td>
<td>703-483-5872</td>
<td><a href="mailto:deec@judicial.state.co.us">deec@judicial.state.co.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>Michael Derbahen</td>
<td>203-783-6404</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mderbahen@courts.state.ct.us">mderbahen@courts.state.ct.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>Susan McLaughlin</td>
<td>302-577-2711</td>
<td><a href="mailto:susan.mclaughlin@state.de.us">susan.mclaughlin@state.de.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>Eric Hilder</td>
<td>202-276-3558</td>
<td><a href="mailto:erichilder@courts.state.dc.us">erichilder@courts.state.dc.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Michael McElroy</td>
<td>850-414-1507</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mme@flcourts.org">mme@flcourts.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Michael Kendeck</td>
<td>404-463-4155</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mkendeck@ga.gov">mkendeck@ga.gov</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guam</td>
<td>Lisa Stas/Jeannette Qaranilla</td>
<td>671-475-3361</td>
<td><a href="mailto:lbarb@gu.gov">lbarb@gu.gov</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>Janice Bennett</td>
<td>808-586-3700</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jennette@courts.state.hi.us">jennette@courts.state.hi.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>Norma D. Jaeger</td>
<td>208-347-7488</td>
<td><a href="mailto:nj@idcourts.org">nj@idcourts.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>David Hughes</td>
<td>773-786-7284</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dgu@chicago.courts.illinois.us">dgu@chicago.courts.illinois.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Mary Kay Hudston</td>
<td>317-234-2620</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mhudston@courts.state.in.us">mhudston@courts.state.in.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>2010 Survey Data</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>Dan Noland</td>
<td>802-724-2713</td>
<td><a href="mailto:distrctgks@ckt.net">distrctgks@ckt.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>Cornie M. Payne</td>
<td>502-567-2000</td>
<td><a href="mailto:CorniePayne@KATV.org">CorniePayne@KATV.org</a>, AR, STATE,KY,US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>Jamie Piwek/Scott Griffith</td>
<td>504-589-0257</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jpiwek@lajudge.org">jpiwek@lajudge.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>John Richardson</td>
<td>207-782-0927</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jrich@mainecourts.state.me.us">jrich@mainecourts.state.me.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>Gray Barton</td>
<td>410-946-4906</td>
<td><a href="mailto:gbaron@maryland.courts.state.md.us">gbaron@maryland.courts.state.md.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>Robert K. Manijan</td>
<td>617-268-8265</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rm@judicial.state.ma.us">rm@judicial.state.ma.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Phyllis Zhulchurne</td>
<td>517-353-5505</td>
<td><a href="mailto:zhu@courts.state.mi.gov">zhu@courts.state.mi.gov</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>Ben Geffert</td>
<td>651-275-9408</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dgeffert@courts.state.mn.us">dgeffert@courts.state.mn.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>Joey Craft</td>
<td>601-354-7408</td>
<td><a href="mailto:prcraft@mscourts.state.ms">prcraft@mscourts.state.ms</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>Ann Witten</td>
<td>513-321-3842</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mawitten@wajudge.org">mawitten@wajudge.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>Sherr D. Raiter</td>
<td>406-291-2970</td>
<td><a href="mailto:staiter@courts.state.mt.us">staiter@courts.state.mt.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>Henry Worst</td>
<td>408-303-5830</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jw@nebraska.gov">jw@nebraska.gov</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Bill Garf</td>
<td>702-488-3232</td>
<td><a href="mailto:bgarf@nvcourts.state.nv.us">bgarf@nvcourts.state.nv.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>Ray B. Ulman</td>
<td>603-233-3371</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rbullman@nh.gov">rbullman@nh.gov</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>Carol Venditto</td>
<td>609-292-3488</td>
<td><a href="mailto:cvenditto@nj.gov">cvenditto@nj.gov</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>Peter Bachtold</td>
<td>505-827-2101</td>
<td><a href="mailto:pbachtold@courts.state.nm.us">pbachtold@courts.state.nm.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Ann K. Bader</td>
<td>212-428-2111</td>
<td><a href="mailto:abader@courts.state.ny.us">abader@courts.state.ny.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>Amy E. Harlows Smith</td>
<td>919-571-8711</td>
<td><a href="mailto:amy.harlow@ncourts.state.nc.gov">amy.harlow@ncourts.state.nc.gov</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>Marilyn McRae</td>
<td>701-250-2198</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mmcfarlane@courts.state.nd.us">mmcfarlane@courts.state.nd.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>Melissa Knap</td>
<td>614-430-9437</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mknapp@ohio.gov">mknapp@ohio.gov</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>Brian Kerns</td>
<td>405-522-3870</td>
<td><a href="mailto:bkern@ok.gov">bkern@ok.gov</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>Christopher J. Hamilton</td>
<td>503-398-7013</td>
<td><a href="mailto:cchristoph@ljonline.org">cchristoph@ljonline.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Robert J. Galardy</td>
<td>412-650-5043</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rgalardy@allegheny.courts.pa.us">rgalardy@allegheny.courts.pa.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico</td>
<td>Noelle Trevisan</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>Linda Lynch, Ed Morrise</td>
<td>401-458-5026</td>
<td><a href="mailto:llynchools@courts.state.ri.us">llynchools@courts.state.ri.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>Heidi Osturn</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>Keith Bonnenger</td>
<td>605-773-4873</td>
<td><a href="mailto:keith.bonnenger@ygs.state.sd.us">keith.bonnenger@ygs.state.sd.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>Kara Sanders</td>
<td>615-259-9508</td>
<td><a href="mailto:kara.sanders@courts.state.tn.us">kara.sanders@courts.state.tn.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>Colleen Bumsfield</td>
<td>512-475-2440</td>
<td><a href="mailto:cbumsfield@courts.state.ta.us">cbumsfield@courts.state.ta.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>Brent Haley</td>
<td>801-396-4301</td>
<td><a href="mailto:bhaley@utah.gov">bhaley@utah.gov</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>Karen Gemmell</td>
<td>802-768-5009</td>
<td>kgemmell@state vt.us</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgin Islands</td>
<td>Gladale Lachter</td>
<td>301-574-9590</td>
<td><a href="mailto:glachter@victs.state.ve.us">glachter@victs.state.ve.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>Kathy L. Mayes</td>
<td>804-788-7595</td>
<td><a href="mailto:kmayes@courts.state.va.us">kmayes@courts.state.va.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Bath Long</td>
<td>360-403-1100</td>
<td><a href="mailto:bong@courts.state.wa.us">bong@courts.state.wa.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>Dan Wachtler</td>
<td>608-268-4581</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dwachtler@wiscourts.state.wi.us">dwachtler@wiscourts.state.wi.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>Heather Rabett</td>
<td>307-777-5493</td>
<td><a href="mailto:hrabett@state.wy.us">hrabett@state.wy.us</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Resource Organizations

The following organizations serve in an official capacity as a resource for drug courts and other problem solving courts. This list represents any national organization that receives federal funding for such activities.

American Bar Association-Judicial Division DWI courts and other specialized courts (go to www.abanet.org)

Center for Court Innovation Community courts, domestic violence courts, drug courts, and other problem solving courts (go to www.problemsolvingcourts.org)

Council of State Governments Mental health courts (go to www.consensusproject.org)

Family Justice Drug courts (go to www.familyjustice.org)

Justice Management Institute Community courts, drug courts (go to www.jmijustice.org)

Justice Programs Office of the School of Public Affairs at American University Drug courts (go to www.spa.american.edu/justice/)

National Alliance for the Mentally Ill Mental Health Courts (go to www.nami.org)

National Association of Drug Court Professionals and the National Drug Court Institute Adult drug courts, campus drug courts, DWI courts, family dependency treatment courts, reentry drug courts (go to www.nadpc.org or www.ndci.org)

National Center for State Courts Drug courts, DWI courts, and other problem solving courts (go to www.ncsconline.org)

National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges Juvenile drug courts (go to www.ncjfcj.org)

National Mental Health Association Mental health courts (go to www.nmha.org)

National Treatment Accountability for Safer Communities Drug courts (go to www.nationaltasc.org)

National Truancy Prevention Association Truancy courts (go to www.truancypreventionassociation.com)

National Youth Court Center Teen courts (go to www.youthcourt.net)

Native American Alliance Foundation Native American healing to wellness courts (go to www.native-alliance.org)

The National Judicial College Campus drug courts (Back on TRAC), DWI courts, mental health courts and other problem solving courts (go to www.judges.org)
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End Notes

1 This annual report was commissioned by the National Drug Court Institute (NDCI) and was made possible with funding from the Office of National Drug Control Policy (ONDCP), Executive Office of the President, under cooperative agreement #2005-DC-BX-K003 with the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA), U.S. Department of Justice, Washington, DC.

2 The word "state" in this document represents all U.S. states, districts, and territories when used in this context.

3 All data, except for the years 1990, 2003, and 2004, were obtained from the Drug Court Activity Update: October 15, 2003 (American University, 2003, October 15). Data from 1990 were obtained from the Miami-Dade County, FL Adult Felony Drug Court (Koch, 2004); data from 2003 and 2004 were obtained from the National Survey of Drug Courts and Other Problem Solving Courts, National Drug Court Institute.

4 This figure represents the total number of adult drug courts, juvenile drug courts, family dependency treatment courts, DWI courts, reentry drug courts, tribal healing to wellness courts, campus drug courts, and federal district drug courts, and federal district drug courts.

5 NDCI received 2004 survey results from all states except Iowa. Therefore, in order to not artificially deflate the actual number of operational drug courts, 2003 survey data were used for Iowa.

6 NDCI received 2004 survey results from all states except Iowa. Therefore, in order to not artificially deflate the actual number of operational drug courts, 2003 survey data were used for Iowa.

7 77 percent (41) of jurisdictions reporting as of December 31, 2004.

8 74 percent (39) of jurisdictions reporting as of December 31, 2004.

9 An important caveat to this figure is that the total number of all births to drug court participants was not assessed; therefore, it is not possible to ascertain from these data the actual percentage of drug-free births.


12 NDCI received 2004 survey results from all states except Iowa. Therefore, in order to not artificially deflate the actual number of operational problem solving courts, 2003 survey data were used for Iowa.

13 NDCI received 2004 survey results from all states except Iowa. Therefore, in order to not artificially deflate the actual number of operational problem solving courts, 2003 survey data were used for Iowa.

14 At the printing of this publication, this correspondent is no longer employed in this position.